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court judges in the l-ioldsworth rape secure patrilineal descent. A ‘crirnel
case. It is a clear example of the courts
showing more concern lor the rapisg
than for the victim. -xv

lt was his ‘promising career’, not l"l€!'S,
that was taken into account. The victim
herself was blamed for the serious
injuries she suffer-ed—-in the words of
Lord justice Roskill. supported by
justice Wein, “It is probable that this
girl would not have been as severely
injured if in fact she had submitted to
rape by the mere threat of force rather
than force being applied in themannei"
that it was“. This was just one of many
explicitly sexist remarks made by the
judges in court. justice We-in used the
myth of menls irresistible urges to
excuse the rapistls brutal attack. He
said “Holdsworth is a man who, on the
night in question, allowed his
enthusiasm for sex to overcome his
normal good behaviour."

By contrast, Carol Maggs’ courageous
statements to the press e.xposed the
reality of rape and the added injustice
suffered by rape victims in the legal
system. We support the direct action
taken by women in London who
daubed military monuments in the Mall
with the words “what justice for
women?" This action extended the
public debate on the case, in the Press
and in Parliament. It was also a clear
message to Carol Maggs that other
women were angry at her treatment and
like her, will fight to see that women
got justice. But this is not enough, the
appeal court judges are still presiding
over criminal cases in the courts and
Holdsworth is stillrfree. We demand
that the three appeal court judges be
dismissed and Holdsworth’s original
sentence of three years be allowed to
stand. Anything less is a ciear mis-
carriage of justice and an insult to all

H eali yof
rape.

Rape is an act of violence against a
i.vom:.=-.n's body has existed historically

c lil all male dominated (Patriarchal)
societies, long before men decided to
define it as a crime. As the laws on
rape continue to evolve they have
never shook free of their original
concept-that the violation was first
and foremost a violation of male rights
of possession, based on male require-.
ments of virginity. chastity and consent

against a wornai"i's botiy is thus a crime
;:e,ainst male property. The law on rape
is male defined, and still based on the -
fact that women are seen as objei; ts ioi
men. Obviously the law does not
challenge male power, since it is an _
expression of that power, and therefore
does not and never will deter the act ol
rape. The systein riiain-tains arid pci'pe;;-
uates the inequality of women before
the law, as it embodies the male
invented standards of superiority (male)
and inferiority (female). lt also upholds
and strengthens the double standard of
sexuality by giving credence to
‘evidence’ which endorses the idea of
menls inalienable right to fuck women.
Male sexuality is seen as irrepressible,
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nitions of male and lic“'l'Tli.'-1liE* sexuality
provide the climate in which rape can
iccur, and a‘-nsures the contain ment
and subjugation of women. Rape _
flaizrantlv coiii'ironts evei'y woman Wiili
the fact that she is an object for men s
sexual use. Rape is a means by which
every rnan can reinact and prove the
reality of Woman being a conquered
sex, reminding us and them of their
j,3i._J1\\'L"‘i' bi.-S l"1£‘i3-I‘.i'i_i'ltl€-_':_ our existence with
a total humiliation. “Rape is a means
by which all men keep all women in a
state of fear and powerlessness” (Susan

ist x
men.

Biownmiller, Against Our Will).

pe and se
imagesof

As agents of male power sexistI

uncontrollable and urgent’ lbéitl 13' images reflect communicate andexpressed by the euphemism-— virility j.
Women are supposed to keep men’s
uncontrollable urges in check, and in
doing so we have to suppress our own
sexuality—be passive, submissive, maso-
chistic. Good women, therefore, do not
getraped!

Women inevitably bear the burden of
guilt for any sexual encounter with men
whether ‘freely’ chosen or the result of
forcible rape. The double standard
removes men's responsibility for their
aggressive, violent sexuality, and gives
them free reign to use women as they
please. Obviously, therefore, the defi-
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promote men’s ideas of women, and
prevent us from defining ourselves and
contradicting their derogation of us.
Their images of women present an
assault on us, and therefore, amount to
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.1 prescription to rape. Why do we feel
that rape and sexist images of women
L'il"C essential radical feminist issues? a
Sexism is how male power operates
against women; rape is the inevitable
brutal expression of that power. All
l'l'iC‘fi are potential r;-.-ipists, and tliei'eiii.-i:'i.
all women are potential rape victims.
The reality of rape can aifect all wome
ii'respective of age, race or class. Wome
are raped every day of their lives by th
results of sexism and its agents-
Clapitalisni, the family, religion, the
media, education, psychiatry etc.
which negate our autonomy and indi-
viduality and deny our right to sell
definition and determination. Rape is a
reality that all women fear, it is the
ultimate weapon which keeps us in our
place. We must start to expose the
Patriarchy's most blatant forms of
intimidation by making an attack on
rapelil Rape Group, c/o 42 Earlham
Street, London WC2.
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Grunwicks—-just one non unionised back to see the Labour Movement in this join a union. The police will feel free to
street sweat shop of the hundreds in country smashed-—-National Association  carry on as they have done in struggles
North London and the East End which For Freedom, Federation of the Self to come.
are living death to work in. The boredom Employed, bastions of freespeech like The likes of Grantham and Jackson
and frustration, lack of solidarity,'and Rhodes Boyson, John “l think these would negotiate a sell-out at the first
the feeling of resignation nearly drive people areshits" Gorst. And of course opportunity—the old familiar story.
you insane, using mainly immigrant ‘the police and Special Patrol Group Only rank and file solidarity will win
workers, continually harassed and (SPG). The media has been having a this strike‘. As we all witnessed on
insulted by supercilious racist field day-while the SPG systematically July ll (14 000 outside the factory
supervisors and arrogant employers, beat up anybody standing in their path gates), if united, we will win. For a short
overtime is compulsory and wages (but especially women and blacks, time the people controlled the streets
pathetic. surprise surprise), the press comes out nearby, and the factory was effectively

._ August 1976, several people, with ems like ‘l ride the bus of fear’ blockaded. Many were willing to stay all
including Jayaben Desai, decide enough (SUN% ‘surely five pickets would be day to prevent the scabs bus passing
is enough, and walk out. They get in sufficient’ (GUARDIAN) and ‘threat to through, but the officialsjggsisted upon
touch with Brent Trades Council, who . our democracy’. . marching—with the result of the bus
refer them to those well-known standard I've always had a healthy hatred for getting through and the few hundred
bearers of working-class militancy, the police, but have still been shocked people left on the picket being attacked
APE_X_ A picket Iine is formed Outside at what l’ve seen them doing. Smashing by the pigs. Lessons like these should be
the factory, with by now 137 workers people in the face, banging heads against remembered, and our mistakes not
out on strike, wanting to join APEX, walls and vehicles, beating up arrested repeated. s
Ward ‘s response is to sack them all. pickets in police vans. They have always

After the sackings there followed Cl0l'le the5e thl"85> but tl5t'3|lY in Private, I don“ know What We as an-1'<=hi5tS
nine months of picketing by the Strike not out on the streets. A sign of things can do. e><¢ePt 5h_°W out 5°l'd3fl_tY t0
Committee whi|e APEX, dul to come arriving? To lose this strike will the Stflke Cemmlttee ti)’ ettendmg the. Y ,
pussy-footed about not wanting to be disastrous for the non-unionised Pleket |"'le5 35 Often 35 le055lt>le llt 5 been

 ' - - I ~ i th k‘ ith' 'and strength of the Grunwicks strikers tl"IOU5&fldS 01° Peeple W0Fl<l"3 ll’! Plfleefi ere I wot mg W l" Our Ow" u"'@"5
amazeg m@_ To gtand outgide the f3(j1;()ry similar to Grunwicks will completely to build support, and by sending
every morning from hm Onward; (right lose confidence in their ability to stand donations to the Strike Committee.
through a cold winter) for nine months,
receiving few signs of practical support
and solidarity-—it takes some doing.

At the end of May, seeing that
‘playing by the rules‘ was getting them
nowhere, the Strike Committee decided
to call for 2 weeks mass picketing, to
draw attention to events at Grunwicks.
On the-first day, June l3, around 250
people turned up to express support— t
the police waded in and arrested 84.
Their attack was completely
unprovoked, and they enjoyed every
minute of it. Since that date, and over
400 arrests later, the dispute has become
a national issue with the outcome of
extreme importance to many, (as it -
has been all along for those on strike).

I-

Ward belongs to the Nineteenth
Century, and is an embarrassment to I
the moderate right, who know well that
allowing people to join a union
(especially APEX), is no threat
whatsoever. He has attracted support
from the sort of scum who would like

up and demand basic rights-—-freedom to Win this strike El

The State of California has concocted
another frame-up charge against
imprisoned ex-SLA member Joseph
Remiro. Already serving two life terms
for murder and jail break, Joe is
accused this time of plotting an escape
attempt from Folsom Prison with two
other prisoners. The alleged plot came

s to light last June 4 (although no report
was released on it until June 22) after a
former associate of Remiro, Bobby
Davis, handed a 9-mm pistol and 27
rounds of ammunition over to the
prison authorities and implicated
Remiro in the alleged escape attempt.
Davis is serving a life term for killing
four California Highway Patrol officers,
and Remiro, with Russell Little, who is

allegedly assassinating Oakland, Cali-

-- - I - - - I- -I __.__ _ ._ ._ _

fornia School Superintendent Marcus
Foster in i973 and for an attempted
escape from the Alameda County Jail
in which two deputies were wounded.
ln a letter to the Fifth Estate, dated
June 29, Remiro denied being involved
in any escape plot and said he had just
been released into the general prison
population after three years of being
locked-down in solitary confinement
and nine months of being a “model
prisoner“. A search of the prison after
Davis surrendered the gun and ammun-
ition turned up l7 prison-made knives,
including in his cell what Remiro
calleEl “a curious metal object that I
these people insist on calling a knife.”
Remiro has continually had his life

in another prison, is doing life for threatened by prison guards and
members of the white-racist inmate

_,.|-' -F-'

' I

grouping, the Aryan Brotherhood.
Remiro reports that Davis told prison
officials that the plan involved the two
of them and another inmate killing
members of the Aryan Brotherhood, ‘
six guards and then escaping. Remiro
told the Fifth Estate, “Of cou rse, these
people went crazy. Shotgun escort and
a naked walk to the ‘hole’ ". Folsom
Prison officials say they are “baffled” as
to how the gun got into the prison, the
first one ever discovered in the
maximum security penitentiary. Guns in
the past have been planted on political
prisoners, such as George Jackson who
was murdered by prison guards, to set
them up for executions or to bring
additional charges down on them.
Remiro says he thinks the charges
against him are weak and probably will
not reach a civilian court. The incident
will be handled as an infraction of
prison rules and “we’ll be found guilty
by a jury of our accusers and keepers.“
Remiro plans to challenge this.
“Don-’t think that any of us have _
resigned ourselves to this—we have plans
to push this into court or at least raise
hell trying.“

Joe and Russ Little are victims of the
official hysteria over the SLA and are
innocent of the murder charges they are
sentenced to life for. They deserve our
support and assistance U

Protests against Remiro’s treatment
should be lodged with Assistant Deputy
Corrections Director, George Warner,
Folsom Prison, Re resa (that’s right),
California 956716

“In the phase of people’s democracy we
are now engaged in . . . our aim is to
lay the material, ideological,
administrative and social foundations
of the state."
A-—-Samora Machel, President of
Mozambique.

Contrary to what many leftwing
apologists have written, the success of
Frelinto is not leading to the liberation
of the Mozambican people. lt has led to
their subjugation to a monolithic ..
State-Capitalist regime, who now control
all social and administrative units.
Although they claim that in
Mozambique the exploitation of man
by man is over, at the third congress of
Frelimo they revealed their objectives.

Frelimo has been transformed into a
“vanguard party". lt will continue its
stranglehold on the whole of society-
through its control of agricultural
collectives, the army, the militia, the
education and health centres and the
women's movement. The structure of
this vanguard party is strictly
hierarchical, with the power centred in
the “Standing Political Committee”. lt
appears that soon party unions will
-appear for better control of factory
workers.

Frelimo’s economic policy is to
extract profit from both public and
private enterprises, and use this to
build up heavy industry. Agriculture is
being collectivised in order to increase
productivity. Health and Medical
facilities are being expanded, as the
factories need healthy and trained
workers. At the same time they have
introduced austerity measures, and
started a campaign for increased
productivity—more work and less pay, a
familiar story.

Under the guise of “liberation”, they
are churning out a most revolting
ideology. Their cultural and educational
policy is geared to the creation of the
“New Man" who “above all, loves his
country“. And presumably who will not
cause any bother to the regime. The
much vaunted emancipation of women
consists of replacing the traditional
“African marital relations with the
modern western marriage. The family is
to be the basic social cell. Unmarried
mothers are a scandal, abortion is

(11odei;|)p1e_MMaipuvoloqd
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illegal. In fact Frelimo is merely over the farmers and workers of
implementing socialchanges that are Mozambique. But as they find that they
needed for their economy, all neatly are no match for the West when it
described as emancipation. comes to economic competition, they

will screw every bit of work out of the
But all this is not some accident. lt people that they can. For those who

stems from the very objectives of - are struggling for the abolitionof
Frelimo. They have taken over the capitalism throughout the world, and
Mozambican state and now have to the complete removal of hierarchical
make it profitable in the face of relationships, all national liberation
international competition. They are struggles such as that of Frelimo are
able to succeed where the Portuguese merely a diversion down the road of
failed because of their ideological hold state capitalism l:l F-3-

The NATO Powers’ nuclear strategy
was until recently one of deterrent
based on the concept of Mutual Assured
Destruction (MAD). This strategy
consisted of pointing enough nuclear
missiles and/or nuclear armed bombers
in the direction of hostile nuclear
powers to ensure that in the event of a
nuclear war starting, both sides would
be completely destroyed. However,
about four years ago there was a major
change in U.S. military policy, with
nuclear missiles being redirected towards
military rather than civilian targets—that
is, towards Russian and other Warsaw
pact countries missile installations
instead of their major cities. One may
conclude from this that while the
western european governments may
still be relying on the deterrent effect V
of nuclear weapons, the US at least is
preparing to fight a nuclear war with
Russia, probably before the end of this
century.

The start of the nuclear war will not
depend on some paranoid general E
pressing the button, ‘Dr. Strangelove’

-1

struggle of one form or another has _

— 

style, but will bea direct result of
either one side or another (i.e. the U.S.
or U.S.S.R.) developing weapons or
defence systems which make victory in
a nuclear conflict seem possible. Given
increasing spending on weapons F
research and continuing technical
progress, such a development is .
virtually inevitable. Furthermore, once
one side or the other feels itself to be
in a position where it can destroy the
opposition while incurring acceptable
losses itself, it will feel constrained to
use these weapons in a pre-em ptive
strike while it possesses the technological
advantage. lt is clear that military
research is being directed at the
development of effective first-strike
weapons, and the following paragraph
outlines the current state of nuclear
weapons technology and developments
expected in the near future.

At present, all nuclear weapons are
second strike, intended to be used in
retaliation against nuclear attack.-They
can be divided into three basic types.
The first to be depolyed was the

l

Italy is a country in which armed r state (i.e. the legal system) where it is
in fact weakest.

become almost a tradition. The latest ' 5 Whilst their analysis leaves much to
Breup tea-Put thi5 rhe‘5rY irlre Practice be desiredfrom an anarchist viewpoint,
ere the Brlgere Re55e (Red Bri8ede5i- being full of marxist-leninist and manist
Their 5_Peeirie Peiirieel eereer 35 3 diatribe which leads to a very confused
reeegrmeble Sreulii’ sterted "'1 1970 view of the Italian political situation,
when they attacked and/or kidnapped many of their activities have been
fassisi or rishijwins factory managers carried out with admirable ability and
Whe _h_ed been '"_"r°|‘red l" emkleft effect. Renato Curcio, dubbed ‘leader’
activities. They eventually develo_pe_d bf the BR by the |ta|ian press 35
the theory of the necessity of building bu,-rbm|y undergoing his Second 5pe|| Of»
an armed revolutionary workerslparty r pre_tria| imprisonment having been
and the need to attack the core or the busted but bf prison by BR comrades

the first time.
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inter-continental ballistic missile
(l.C.B.M.). Initially designed as a first
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submerged submarine, have also been
deployed. A more modern variant is.

strike weapon, modern defence the multiple independently-targetable
systems such as sophisticated radar and re-entry vehicle (M.l.R.V.). Data on
heat-seeking missiles have relegated it to Russian sM.l.R.V.’s are unavailable but
a deterrent role. Shorter range missiles,
capable of being launched from a

ii 

the first time. They remain so far un-
tried (Curcio was recaptured on jan.
l8th 76)because the BR consistently
refuses to be tried by the courts of a
state which they oppose. Indeed, theirs-
refusalto accept defence lawyers, and
the murder of a defence lawyer who a
court imposed on them has not only
thrown the Italian legal system into
crisis (it was in a crisis anyway, but the
BR have made it complete_) but
rendered them untriable. The BR have
made it clear that they view the
attempt to try it as an act of war to
which they will respond with further
acts of war, a threat which the state is
having to take very seriously. As far as
Renato Cu rcio and his comrades are
concerned it is the state that is on
triall:l Enne.

The Italian state at its own trial: Carabinieri surround Brigate Rosse defendants (Renato Curcio left) in Milan.
F
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U.S. missiles, launched into orbit either
from land or submarine, carry up to a
dozen warheads with a total explosive
power of about 500 kt.,'that is the
equivalent of 500 O00 tons of T.N.T.
(the Hiroshima bomb was approx.
l3.6 kt.). On re-entry each warhead is
pre-programmed to descend on a
different target;~By next year the U.S.
is expected to have operational a
manoeuverable re-entry vehicle
(MARV), which can be directed onto
its target on re-entry. The most " "
sophisticated weapon currently 5 .
available is the cruise missile. The 5
cruise missile flies low and fast, making
it virtually undetectable by conventional
conventional radar systems, and an
on-board computer guidance system
gives it a high degree of accuracy. Even
this will be improved upon within the
next decade when satellite-based
navigation systems come into operation.
By that time a typical cruise missile will
be: around 5-6 metres long, halfa
metre in diameter and capable of being
launched via a standard torpedo tube;
able to fly 2 or 3 thousand kilometres
at the speed of concorde at an altitude
of less than l0Om., and land with ten
metres radius of its target; armed with a
nuclear warhead of up to a megaton
(l million tons T.N.T. equivalent). The
Americans are technically 5 to 10 years
ahead of the Russians with the cruise.

Apart from a deliberate first strike,
there are two other plausible causes of a
nuclear war. One is an initially limited
nuclear war" between smaller states, say
in the middle-east, Korea or Africa.
Such a war would almost certainly
escalate to involve the major nuclear
powers. lt’s believed that by 1985
about 35 states will have access to
weapons-grade radioactive material.
Even with the U.S. policy of
non-proliferation, there are ways and
means of acquiring fissile material. For
instance—in 1968, a ship carrying 200
tons of uranium ore belongings to
Euratom disappeared on the high seas.
The ship eventually turned up, without
the uranium. Recently evidence came
to light which indicates that the
uranium was hijacked by the Israelis,
possibly with U.S., or at least C_.l.A.
assistance. Despite profuse declarations
to the contrary, it's likely that Israel
now possesses one or two dozen
untested nuclear devices. The second ZER02August77Page3
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precipitating factor would be an
initially conventional military
confrontation between NATO and
Warsaw Pact forces in Europe, which
could easily escalate into a nuclear
rzonflict. ThejU.S.. is currently testing

mini-nukes , 155 mm artillery shells
with l-10 kt fusion warheads. Fusion
bombs produce more ‘hard’ radiation
than the more usual fission bombs-
giving a higher immediate kill—but leave
very little fall-out. If such weapons
were used, a full scale nuclear war ‘
would be effectively unavoidable.

Given the available evidence,
optimism for continued East/West
peace seems mis laced. MilitarP Y

The following interview took place
between the paper Liberation and CNT
militant Lluis Edo, in May of this year.
The strike at La Roca mentioned in the
interview involved 4 800 workers at the
multi-national Roca Radiadores, S.A.,
electronics factory near Barcelona. The
Roca workers stayed out for 95 days to
press their main demand that their
democratically chosen workplace
assembly represent their interests. They
had to battle not only the bosses, but
the competing Leftist parties and their
allied unions vying for hegemony within
the factory. Only the CNT was
unreservedly on the side of the workers’
assembly. While the strike cannot be
counted a complete success, the
assembly has survived. '
Lluis Andres Edo: The CNT today? To
begin with, it is not like other t I
organisations. We have no union W
officials and no salaried posts. The
CCOO (workers commissions controlled
by the CP) alone have about a hundred.
And the UGT also has a few. And
then, we base our actions on the
autonomy and self-direction of the
workers. From this point of view, the
strike at La Roca has given us new A
perspectives.

La Roca is a concern which, in the
style of the old industrial barons, has
been carrying out its exploitative politics
against the entire family: near the
factory is the factory housing estate and
the factory school. lt‘s just like a kind
of ‘Indian Reservation’. As a result, the
workers of the enterprise, in the '60‘s
were not very militant. The recent 1
strike, which lasted three months, broke
out not because of economic demands
but through the demand for the
re-instatement of a dismissed delegate.
What was at stake was the recognition
of the representatives elected by and
responsible to the full assembly of the
workers. This strike was carried through
despite the attempts by the left and the
CCOO to isolate it and despite the
silence on the part of the press. It was a
strike of autonomy. There is not even a
CNT group in the factory. just a few
sympathisers. Perhaps six. This strike
has revealed the gulf between, on the
one hand the vertical unions, the
dictatorship of the CCOO and
traditional union politics, and on the
other, workers’ autonomy. We
supported it. We put all our strength
into developing solidarity with La Roca.
As you know, 42 workers have been
dismissed and the reasons for the
struggle still remain despite the ending
of the strike. '
BERGER: But surely the CNT is
officially a union?
EDO: Yes, its structure is laid down,
but it has no superstructure. It only
functions in a more formal way if, for
example, a conference is coming up in
the next two months. But beforehand
nothing functionsformally, and
afterwards things go back to how they
were. We are fighting against formalism
in the organisation.

The CNT is the only organisation for
example to develop action
simultaneously in the factories and in
the community; it is the only union to
encourage ‘popular culture‘. At the

.-.
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technology‘ is producing ever more
effective weapons for fighting a nuclear
war. Missile defence systems such as
satellite~based high power lasers will be
feasible within a few years. On the
other hand, civil defence programmes
such as fallout shelters or underground
industrial installations are destabilising,
as preparations for readiness for a
nuclear war may well precipitate one.

The only certain way to avoid nuclear
war is total disarmament, though the
improbability of this is obvious. lt
appears that there are only these two
alternatives; a rejection of nuclear
technology or a global nuclear war
within the next thirty years l:l J. White.

present moment, the strength of the
CNT movement cannot be measured by
the posters which bear its symbol or by
the number of membership cards. To
judge it this way would be idiotic. It
can only be assessed through its
presence, through its participation in
concrete practice.

In Catalonia, 6 O00 people pay
subscriptions, but the movement in the
urban districts extends far beyond this.
In Madrid, there are not 25 000 CNT
members, but 2 O00. Now in San
Sebastian de los Reyes [mass meeting
mentioned last issue. Z.] there were
25 _O00 people. It would be stupid to ~
believe that these were only CNT
members. The CNT works as are
autonomous movement rather than as
a structured union--within the CNT
there is of course a struggle between
those who are for formal c
mechanisms and those who are for the
CNT as it actually is. But it’s true to
say that the CNT works mostly against
its own structures. At the present time,
the CNT is trying to define itself and is
open to all initiatives for social
revolution. We are confronting the
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August 23 1927 immigrant ‘Italian anarchists
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Nicola Sacco and Bartolomeo Vanzetti electrocuted
by the State of Hasscchussetts following
conviction on framed charges of murdering a
shoe factory paymaster in South Braintree in a wave
of anti radical hysteria.
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for this thing, I might have
In out my life talking at street comers to y
scomi
unknown, alailure.
our career
can

men. I might have due, unmar
ow we are not a failure. This is

and our triumph. Never in our full life
to do such work for tolerance for

movement with the interests of the - . , -. . 'iA,,,,,0,¢ ‘Ame,’ ism, ,,|,,,Or,O,r,| joostnce, for man s understanding of man, as now we
and cultural activities formerly set up
by the CNT and the whole libertarian
movement for the workers in their
communities.

We are concerned with ecology. We
are trying to provide an underlying
structure, to be the co-ordinating force
for all autonomous movements. But
these movements are individually in at
volatile state, and for this reason the
CNT is maintaining its organisational
framework. In La Roca for example,
there were five solidarity committees
with the CNT, over and above the
solidarity committee of the ‘mujeres

libres’ [Free Women] and the district these dialectical confrontations between
committees. There camea point when s the rigid structure, the autonomous
all these had to be cemented together.
We evolve in accordance with the
momentum and the tempo of the
autonomous movement. The established prejudice for a classical CNT which they

3‘

do by accident. Our words—our lives—our pains-
nothing! The taking of our lives..,..all! That last "

longs to us—thatmoment y is our triumph
e Bartolomeo Vanzetti—statemen_t

after receiving sentence May 1927
side, the modern counterculture
movement has also affiliated itself to
the CNT. So at the moment, the CNT is
something rather diffuse and
multi-faceted. Something which has no
shape. The future of the libertarian
movement depends upon the result of
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workers’ movement and the revolt
against prevailing everyday life.

Many people reject the CNT out of a

pinned down because it has itself grown
up in the ghettoes of the people. There
is a CNT which is concerning itself with
cultural problems and coming to terms
with all modern movements and trends.

The problems of the two CNT’s came
out most strongly during the civil war.
On one side was a CNT which attacked
new problems, and on the other was the
one absorbed with the bureaucracy
syndrome. One sector concerned itself
with revolution, the other with
counter-revolution . . . I have no one
particular in mind when l say this. lam
speaking about a phenomenon which w
has occurred in all revolutions. lt is not
the goals of those fightingwhich are
being questioned here. A
BERGER: How strong is the CNT in
Spain at the moment? i
EDO: lt varies from region to region.
Especially because of- the great
restrictions on freedom which still
remain in most places. Political
development elsewhere cannot be
compared with what is happening at the
moment in Catalonia. In Andalusia,
Aragon and Castille people are still
frightened. They don’t know what
open stand they should take. It must
be added that here is Barcelona we have
seen demonstrations by workers and
political movements with 100 to 150
thousand people. There were months A
when the Ramblas were under military
occupation by the police. But now one
can say that there are evenings, when
around 10 o'clock on the Ramblas real
anarchist zones come into being.

structure of the CNT and the regard purely as a syndicalist structure. D Tf&I15|flIi0I‘I Rflmirfl W0l'\'ill-
autonomousmovement are constantly This structure will quickly disappear. An account of the La Roca strike
confronting one another. On the other There is a real CNT which cannot be ~ appears in the latest issue of Open Road.
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July 4. Picket outside Old Bailey during Gay New

Queen v Gay News.
At th e d f jud e Kin -Hamilton's
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manlial werediscussed. It is incredible
that these should be mentioned at all-
a quick comparison with the heterosex
equivalent shows that heterosex rules.

I -i.

Gay ews, the national fortnightly issue—that there is still a blasphemy law we “Pt O-K- The judge hopes that ‘the
paper for homosexuals (strong male -which can be dragged out to energise
bias) and its editor‘ Denis Lemon were Mary Whitehouse’s or anyones
found guilty by a 10-2 majority verdict prejudices. -
of blasphemous libel on july 12. It The prosecution’s cross examination
was the first such prosecution for 56 of character witnesses focussed on the
years. Lemon was given a ninemonth stereotype of gays as corruptors, in
suspended sentence and fined £500 - spite of the earlier claim that
plus a proportion of the costs. Gay homosexuality was not the issue. Line
News was fined £1 000 plus the V drawings of male homosexual , _
remainin costs. Lemon said he will lovemaking reproduced froma gay sex and 5¢°t|a"d 56>‘ betwee" me" I5 Still:

pendulum of public opinion. . . is
swinging back to a more healthy
climate’. The climate for gays? In the
States Anita Bryant and her Kill a
queer for Christ brigade are making I
political moves and dismantling
non-discrimination legislation. In this
country the age of consent still works
against gay men. In Northern Ireland
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illegal, Gays are being witch-hunted and
harassed at work and in the streets
(wherever we are). Lesbians are getting I
beaten up by gangs of men as they leave
a disco in London. Lesbian mothers are
having to face obscene custody cases.

Mary Whitehouse, in spite of her
claim that she wants no-one to be
punished, clearly intended to bust Gay
News through cost payments. Meanwhile
Gay News fights back. Donations should
be sent to Gay News Fighting Fund,
la Normand Gardens, Greyhound Road,
London W14 95B [:1 Margot Farnham.

Anarchis, feminist conference
_._,,.-i.-i-M-'°"‘

,..-.-er 1" ' I:

5 a hundred women came to Camden
" ‘ it M,” , Women’s centre in London for a con-

...»--» ““""" 5 ference on Anarchism and Feminism.
5 This conference arose from two anarca-
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i National Women’s Liberation Confer-
ence where many women expressed the
necessity of establishing an anarchist-
feminist_ current within the women’s
movement, both for our own sense of
solidarity and to develop our own
theory and practice as part of the
women’s movement. The conference
also involved women who-are more
active in the anarchist movement.

Over the weekend, we split into
5 trial, small groups to discuss many issues-—the .
I_appeaL L -~- -- S

The prosecution was brought "" -' -
originally by Mary Whitehouse in ' j
reaction to the poem The Love That
Dares To Speak Its Name (Gay News
june "76), about a Roman centurion’s
homosexual feelings for the dead 3*
jesus. This was held to attack the
Christian religion ‘beyond the bounds
of decent controversy’ and was ‘likely
to cause a breach of the peace’.

The prosecution was taken over from
Mary Whitehouse by the Crown. This
point was accented by the prosecution
lawyer—feeding into jubilee hysteria?
He asked the jury how they would feel
if a member of the Royal family had
been the subject of such a poem. He
reminded them the case was now
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The latest threat to the 1967 Abortion all abortions were performed on the
.. Act, the Benyon Bill, fell in Parliament NHS; by 1975 this proportion was

on july 15th mainly because of lack of down to 48%. In one area of London,
.time. No doubt the Anti-Abortionists _ Brent, the number of NHS abortions has
are planning new attacks for the next been halved in the two years 1973-5.
Parliamentary Session. One important One of the worst areas in the whole
thing the fight against Benyon has country is Birmingham where in1975
revealed is how inadequate NHS only about 10% of women who had
facilities for abortion are, and how abortions were able to get them free on
dependent we are on the Charitable the NHS. This is why Birmingham has
Clinics that were the main target of the been chosen by NAC for its next
Benyon Bill. The NHS has never fulfilled national demonstration on October 29.
its responsibilities to provide a proper To help raise support for this
abortion service even under the limited demonstration an Abortion Caravan is
1867 Act and recently has been getting going to tour the country in October
even worse because of spending cuts with Pirate jenny’s abortion play[:]

e n o , -Summing up he told ems “Hey to and doctors attitudes. In 1958 65% of Anne Hughe5_

 

question their reaction to the poem— ___
If you read it to an audience of fellow

Christians, could you do it without
blushing?” Putting it in such a subjective
way the judge managed to evade the it"Ii.."'\f/I \'\_ //3
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Socialist ..~».i..
Challenge
In June, the trotskyist international
Marxist Group brought out the first
issue of Socialist Challenge, the latest in
theiseries of papers produced by the
group which included Black Dwarf,-
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Red Mole and lately Red Weekly.

The IMG at the moment are aiming
toestablish agreement amongst the
various “far-left“ grou_pings'. In doing
so they have devoted pages in every
issue of the new paper to a futile one-
sided dialogue addressed to their main
rivals, the Socialist Workers Party, who,
understandably are quite happy
building their own mass revolutionary
vanguard party without getting them-
selves involved in petty inter-group
bartering and bickering.
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From the pages ofSC one can glean 7‘

the essential differences between their \ \\
approach and that of the SWP. The SWP \
is now concentrating on building up
their organisation as a party, with single _,~1( wl‘no-argument formulae and packaged ®
policies to “aid” the “rank & file“ in
their struggles. They, like the IMG, _: (.-/-='
were hoping to benefit from the split in
the CP. Ironically, this split has
benefited no one but the CP itself
which, slimmed at long lastof its overtly
pro Moscow fraction, is now rushing t ¢"""
full tilt towards “Eurocommunism"l:l Benyon: Would he be so reactionary if it was him that got pregnant? -
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We A One weekend at the end of May, nearly first session involved a series of parallelworkshops where everyone discussed the
ideas of anarchism and libertarianism
generally and their relationship to
feminism, a theme that was central to
the weekend. Other workshops _
included-- Sexism in the anarchist move-
ment, Spain (introduced by a woman
from the CNT), Anarchism and the
women's liberation movement, Revolu-
tionary feminism, Non-violence,
Sexuality, Class, and Children (reports
of some of these discussions are in the
Anarchist-Feminist newsletter).

For many of us the most important
thing that came from the conference
was the sense of good feeling and trust.
It was a very friendly atmosphere, the
space allowed by the large rooms and
gardens-of Camden women's centre,
plus the dazzlingly sunny weather, all
helped to stimulate spontaneous con-
versations and workshop discussions.

Clapperclaw, a feminist band, played.
and sang on the Saturday night; Bread
and Roses supplied us with great food
all over the weekend; and Rising Frce
with anarchist and feminist literature.
The men and children in the creche
seemed to enjoy themselves too.

Many oi us felt we were glimpsing
freedom and how life could be when r
we achieve the society for which we s
are fighting [:1 Sharon. P

This is the second issue of Zero, a
new anarchist/anarca-feminist
monthly produced by a mixed
collective mainly from East London.
Zero is looking for Streetsellers and
also distributors in U.S.A., Canada,
Australia, New Zealand. Contact us
through Rising Free.
Corrections: Mujere Libre translation
was wrongly credited. Credit should
have read: Translation Liz Willis.
Sorry Liz. Marie Louise Berneri
article: Last line column 2 should
have read “The clarity and force of
the anarchist position against the
war quickly brought support from
many antiwar individuals who
thought out their position and
recognised that there was no point
in opposing war without opposing
the economicisituation which
engendered it--capitalism-and the
institution which organised it, the
state." Sorry Phillip.

Production: Zero Collective. 01-555
6287. c/0 Rising Free, 182 Upper St.,
lslington, London N1. '

Typesetting: Bread ‘n Roses
01-485 4432.

‘UK Distribution: Publications
Distribution Co-op. 01-251 4976;

'F_e‘rret Distribution 01-727 4712.
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ltaiy has about a million university
students a high proport on of ‘hem
come from working class
backgrounds and more than six
hundred thousand graduates looking
for their first ]ODS The Andreotti
Government backed by the Italian
Communist Party (the one party
Christian Democrat Government kept
in office thanks only to outside
support from the PCI) intends, with
the help of the unions, to out back the \_
growing numbers of uni-ieisity \g‘
entrants with educational reforms *4‘
which would increase the length of
university studies restrict the number
of courses open to students and put
up the cost of studying
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For some time now Italian youth and
students have been living out a new
situation reminiscent of May 68
responding militantly to the
provocations of the trade union
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ibureaucracies and the police Once

again the struggle is being carried out
not by the recognised groups of the
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Police advance to occupy Bologna University

3 left but by non--aligreo groupings
which have sprung up spontaneously
in the recent months Together h
rouplngs, Autonomla Oporal
autonomous workers) Clrcoll

o
1

t ese

GI
M

lll (youth circles) the
tropolitan Indians and the

autonomous toinlnlst group
movement that represents a new wave
of autonomous strug lo Fernando
Mir reports the asaau t on the poverty
of Italian urban life

form a
"'T"'ii

Milan Dec 7 "76 The city ccntit vi is ifoitiess dtttiid t
by 5 000 policemen plus the sptciil inti tt ioiist
brigades an unpiccedenttd CllSpl1‘v oi ioltc Thii‘ Liillififi
was to defend the opening night of Othello at Li

" Scala (In I968 a thousand students outside La Scala
bombarded the elegantly diesstd patrons with iotttn
eggs ) This time the piottstois vicit. ‘(lit Pioletiiian
Youth Circles viho Vi-Cit. plO\Ol\LCl hi. tlit fact that thi
samc people who were calling for S-.;1LllllL€ upon satiitii it
to saie the Italian economi. h id piid astronomical sums

__ I00 000 lire per ticket) to attend {lit opera
"" A similar action had taken pl£iCt. on October 31 whirl

six hundred members of the Pl()lLl uian Youth Ciicli.
seized a packet of 2 500 lire tickets loi a cinema shots in
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Bernardo Beitolucci s 1900‘ and sold them at the
political price of 500 liie The activities of Autonomia
Opeiaia, which organised “re-appiopi iations at the
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?‘r'i.~r*:*. iiic outskirts i..;:~i' .'*~-iilaii and its tli__ii'iiiitoi"*~_v suburbs
"li.’i..'iiIii.‘L'.i on joirit action. On Sunday November T, 3 000
people had descended on the Piazza \i‘etra, Milan, taking
the police, who vicrc pfcpared for a routine operation,
i:ompleteI*_,- by si.irprisc. Bursting into four cinemas, they
soon mounted a demonstration some 4 000 strong.
Followiiig this, a price reduction was proposed for _
matinee performances. This response was a new

i""
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The .ai.iii;;>noiriotis groups formed by ex-members of the

I':;:.‘.i.-.:--;_ijy_I,,1,r:i:-.,ii._;,{"!~,il‘T..i.1_ii.*~.. i._"ii.':-ilti=..i.ii_iii‘vvilicii .. -. E
I"l-'li;‘i§'i'_it‘:i._.iilt.ii"l iritlitiliii ifif'i.1‘ tf.il'ij'..'li.IiTlllg is iTt)iilifT§, but 'Af'[gy {hp iij__‘,\pl__j]5]()n gt [hi-3 ggnqnquiiigt i_,1_1m.;1 ii'i'JtTi the

‘$liQ'ii[it;‘ifQ‘iiL:L‘, ti fjfiiifilfe .~.-igallist Oli.ii5ldC' W(:.il‘iCi. . . unj\_rerS]'[i,__,-"1 the Rgnqe y'nO\.-'en"]@n[ pfgcjajfflfiidj jjk-we ]']a_\,-‘ff

hunted down General Lama, but this will not be our
tiny leftist parties express themselves like this former |_'m|e Big H0,-h_'* The Minister of [hr-3 |nh_;-|-50]-I fgljgwjng
militant Of LOIIE1 COITTITTUH ]€OnfinLlOUS Struggle. the |ndian termjnojggyr had this [Q 5,13,-‘j “We ghajj |"](_")’[
EXTtil-jI)E:ll'lidl’l"lt‘3l'iliE1l'y_ left group with politics similar to Big ahow our Country to be turned mm the Wjjd West, Thg
Flaine.| lhose who call us apolitical make me laugh. University Shah not become a Sh-Ohghmd Of
PC)iiiiC'S il(l) iorlgef QXISTS, EVEF \hi‘hal (i065 the Metropolitan lndians, freaks and hjpp]Q5_“

mean to inc? I wouldn’t have thrown bricks at Lama on The whfije movement ,-e»,,ea|5 3 desire [O “'[j'3n5f()rm
ThUl'5d?1Y F@hl'h<?1l'Y I7 I ‘Would have Chlhhed UP hh the lif " and at the same time a certain despair that we see indemonstration, this time involving 52 of Milan ‘s “youth _ . ... _ _ e _

circles", with their banners decorated with garish colours platform, taken him in my arms and kissed him. They - the emergence Of the Metropgjjtan Indian; “The Indian
and di'awings, the Apache einblern (a liatchct) in the W@"<*-‘ ‘whirls f0!‘ <1 fight Bl'i¢l<5 His What they WH"I@d- A thing is a pretext,” says a student with fantastically painted
forefront, flags, guitars, the pink and flowered flags of the DflSSiOi’iatc kiss would have destroyed him. That‘s whatwe Skin’ "by tomorrow we shalt have disappeared or Split up
feminist and gay groups. hPi\"'@ I0 <10, d@5h‘OY The Whhlti‘ ihlhg Wlihohi helhg ah?-‘lid into a thousand tribes. Never mind. The important thing

The movement is contradictory, apparently Of Out‘ Own m£1Cli"i€*SS . . . H is that within the movement there is less talk, less ideology
h@h3l'Ogl‘-‘hE‘@h5i hhachi‘ UP Of Yhlihg PEUPIE“ Who “Mhh to A woman from the autonomous Feminist groups: lhhfe truth, F-'1_h@W form of Phlitlflal 3§_tl‘r’iiY ahdi fihahri
meet together” and who reject both the traditional left “DU;-mg the |-ast few yea,-5 Of |Ohg hard Sn-uggjeg against new kinds of inter-personal relations.
ilhd The h1lh"h(3i'Y hi the ‘3><h'@h“I@ |@fi- the male state we have learned to make no distinction

The autonomous elements fought back in the assemblies between work and sex. The selfhelp we have been
asserting their real needs, their desire for a better life, the practising for some time now has led us to refuse, once _
importance of occupying houses, the refusal to sign away and for all, the idea that anyone or any group should be We d@h13_h'_ii-
their whole lives for a wage. “We are coming out of the the compulsory mediators of our daily work. We women _ _ _
ghetto. We shall reconquer the city.” Assemblies inside are the foremost outcasts of this shitty society. We chose ahhllhoh of all l3f|5Oh5l- _ i
and outside the university, spontaneous festivities, to fight alone, or almost, for abortion, for women’s control The requisition of all empty buildings for the
occu ation of the railway station . . . “Enough of of abortion, to force doctors not to refuse to perform establishment of youth centres and communal alternatives

“" ‘ “IEESTO OF Tl-IE METROPOLITAI
I

The abolition of borstals (as a step on the way to the

P
patience; from now on we shall be violent.” abortions for so-called reasons of conscience, etc. . . . At to family life.

The assembly turned into a festival, the festival turned the same time, I reject the label of woman-mother, which pubhc funds to be made ava]|3_b|e for the financing of
into an itinerant assembly. Murals began to appear, simply boils down to double exploitation of womeneof alternative drug rehabi|itat]Qn centres and 3|]
theatre in the streets, actions of all types. reproductive woman, who provides society with its labour independentjy run Cujturaj 0rgah;5ati¢,n5_

And off thecampus the new police force, i.e. the union force, and of supposedly emancipated woman, whose task The reduction of admission Charges for the Cinema}
marshalls, let rip at anything smacking of “autonomy”, it is to create a situation where women are no longer the theatre and an other cunural establishments to a |eve|
long hair, beards, colourful or untidy clothes, army principal outcasts. That’s why I am taking part in this deterfmined by the you-th movement
surplus bags, etc.. movement, as a woman and also as one of the unemployed, h Id . . I. . . . f . f

Feb 17 "77. 50 000 young people come out on the with the obligation of not submitting to the black-labour T 9_]l9t~‘=‘~ ecflmlha l5ah0hi 'h’_@5P@¢T_lV@ 0 '"_hl5'-_l5@i_Omarijuana mescalin and LSD including their distribution,streets to demonstrate their refusal to accept any “historic market . . . I feel optimistic: May '68 was the revolution i I
compromise“, any bureaucratic mediation as a solution to of the privileged, the sons of ‘well-to-do parents. February we 3hdFd@Vf|0PF2§;il by the movement. _
their problems: unemployment, the yearning for a free "77, on the other hand, is mainly the revolt of the _ 3885 9" azlh -
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life, the rejection of all forms of authority, etc.. Indians,
homosexuals, unemployed, autonomous groups. . . Here,
then, i.s a difference between the young people of May "68
and the Metropolitan Indians, the feminists and the
ex-militants of the leftist groups. The former were the
beginning of a quantitative and qualitative renewal of the
revolutionary movement; they took the first steps, and
they saw in Cohn-Bendit and others the spokesmen of
the revolution. Today, the fisinge groups of I977, the
homosexuals, the feminists, the unemployed, the
autonomous groups; the anarchists, have no
representatives. They have sometimes even gone so far as
to forbid any comrade to give interviews or speak on
behalf of the movement. The movement must find its
expression only in the assemblies and in the streets,
through the different and equally important voices of all
who have something to say. No bureaucracy, not even
symbolic. No vanguard, just autonomous action.

These groups are impregnanted with the practice of
direct action and libertarian ideas, but this does not define
them exactly. Nor do the groups themselves feel the need
for a precise definition beyond the expression of
originality in word and action. Listen to one of the
Metropolitan Indians who made themselves felt last
winter in Milan by taking the bourgeoisie to task in the
famous Milanese arcades: .

“Our aim is to destroy the world of serious politics,
which has nothing to do with life and happiness. We are
tired of intoning ‘workers power’ when nobody wants to
give power to the workers. Thursday in the university of
Rome, the PCI militants agreed to protect Lama [General
Secretary of the Generale ltaliana Dilavoro, communist
controlled trade union confederation] because he told
them there would be some fascists for them to beat up.
But when they htard our slogans they began to smile.
Inspite of Lama they are still human beings. That’s why
we fake slogans, to show people that a slogan is nothing
but empty words, no more than a noise. It can help us
laugh together and help towards changing political activity
social life. It's no longer enough to stand up and-be
counted—we need to sing. . . We want jobs fit for human
beings, neither alienating nor badly paid. jobs that leave
us time to play and be together. We want houses for all,
open houses, spacious houses, without anxieties or
families. I belong to the lower middle class, a new class
which is to the middle class what the sub-proletariat is to
the working class. My father is a minor civil servant; I am
a man who is desperate . . . We want a sociei; that builds
houses, not churches; doctors that prevent illness rather
than cure it; workers who are craftsmen, artisans, t
co-operatives instead of factories . . . I don't like disorder
but I know that it's inevitable, that it's the only way of
living like a human being in a society in which order
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desperate, the unemployed, of today and tomorrow, the
proletarians. And it will continue, I am sure, even if it
takes time to change things."

After the death of Francesco Lorusso ]Lotta Continua
militant shot by police in demonstration March I I]
Bologna was in a state of siege. On Saturday l\/larch 12, a
police station was attacked in Turin and 4 000 people
demonstrated in the streets. In Milan, an explosive device
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1l<m2 land for every person and animal.
The abolition of the age of majority so that all children
that want to leave home are free to do so, even if they can
only crawl.
The immediate release of all animals from flats and cages.
The destruction of zoos and the right of captive animals
to return to their homelands.

went off in a carabineri barracks. On the same day I 0 000 The dig-5[|"uQ[j()n Qt the Altar Of the Fatherland [a '
demonstrators took to the streets of Milan and Molotov
cocktails were thrown. At Milan university, as in other
faculties throughout Italy, the break between the
communist youth and the extreme left was already quite
clear on the Friday. Saturday ’s demonstration was
violently anti-PCI and anti-union. Typical slogans chanted
by the demonstrators were: “Sacrifice yourself Lama, we
don’t feel like sacrifices.” “The PCI with the bosses that’s
real provocation."

MANIFESTO OF Tl-IE YOUTH CIRCLES
(Adopted at the National Congress) “What we do: react
against revisionist temptations, carryout occupations and
self-reduction of prices in Clfl€lTl£:lS‘ fight against heroin

monument in Rome] and its replacement with every kind
of vegetation with space for animals and a lake for swans,
ducks, frogs and fish.
The peoples assembly proposes-to organise, starting in the
community, anti-family militias to free young people,
especially girls, from patriarchal tyranny. The
Metropolitan Indians call upon all creative young people
to organise a national happening of the young proletariat
for the beginning of spring.

PAPPROACI-ll G DRU BE TS
The sound of the tom-tom has reached our ears at last. All
the violence of our opposition to a world, a society I

. _ ’ 5 encountered ready made that is constantly on our backs,
oppose bourgeois culture, denounce youth unemployment is now erup,ing_ “Not a ,-evoiution, you majesty, a
black market labour and over-exploitation of marginal
labour. j

What we want: more creativity at the workplace and in
the working—cIass districts, a more energetic critique of
old-style militarism, the satisfaction of our need to be
something, of our desire to redeem our role. The tribe of
the outcasts, freaks and young proletarians of all Italy is
advancing on Milan.

Two days of play, discussions, music etc. . . . the thirst
for life, for a total exchange of experiences. We danced
long around the great totem pole during the season of the
strawberries. We have crossed the green prairies, we saw
the great mountains, we have travelled the paths without
rest until at last we came upon the great salt lake in the
seasons of the hots colours.

Now the rainy season has come, the rain that blurs the
colours. We need warmth; we need to remain together to
live in happiness during the cold season.
The greycoats [police] have denied us everything. They
pursueus with their cold eyes. They wish to engulf us in
the chaos of this city. They open their huge pig jowls to
swallow us up in their rotten ghettoridden guts.

But the wind of our despair will blow ceaselessly in the
greycoats’ ears. Our wrath will rattle their tin-can brains.
Their terror will take on the colours of our tenderness.
Their disdain will increase our forces; their presumption
will destroy them. WE have dug up the hatchet.

Never again shall we smoke the pipe of peace with the
greycoats.”

mutation”. A mutation that is finding its full expression in
a moment of lucidity. Today we are violent, just as at
other times we were silent detractors of a game that had
nothing to do with our real lives. Suddenly we have
discovered that we are many. We know that our strength
is nothing in the struggle to change a whole society.
Sometimes the only way out is to head for a new promised
land. Nevertheless, we love our cities. Enough to think of
creating our nation in a city that makes us outcasts, in a
few houses on a single block. ..

We were hippies, or we felt ourselves their brothers at a
given moment. We dreamt of California and the flowers,
the groups, their life, until the system put it all on the
market. We felt with the events of ’68, and we imagined
the barricades in our own streets. We put on war paint and
gave free rein to our emotions and vibrated with our
Italian "77. And we saw everything go under. We saw that
once again the game was too strong for us to resist
assimilation. We had despaired once again at the thought
that Italy "77 had been yet another failure. But we were
filled with joy in the end, when we realised that Italy '77
was, yet again with the cry of a people that will never be
assimilated, whatever tricks the system may employ.

engraved on our hearts:—“LET NO ONE PREVENT U5
We raise our banner, and a single slogan remains

tFROM BEING OUR_SEL\/ES"(:i Ajoblanco 22. Translate
Barry Smerin. -
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Oz slipped quietly out of our lives in the winter of of many papers fell, and the cynicism of many writers
1973 and, sadly, no real successor has emerged to fill grew, at a time when larger numbers of people were
the yawning gap it left. lt was unique in its approach beginning to show interest. The gossip-column
to graphic art, and both its art and its politics were hackighness of Fleet St. superceded the idealism of the
relentlessly experimental, frequently both astonishing, late sixties, and the revolutionary artwork was gradually
find infuriating its readers with flexible, often replaced by more and more full-page ads for record
contradictory and confusing aims and ideas. The companies. George Melly had said at Oz’s trial (in
remarkable freedom given to contributors gave it a June-July 1971) that he’d called his book ‘Revolt
bewildering mixture of widely differing subjects and lnto Style’ because, as he saw it, each popculture began
views, complemeted (and sometimes obscured) by as a revoltwhich was seized upon by entrepreneurs,
breathtaking artwork. ~ N packaged and turned into ‘style’. Charles Shaar Murray,

s writing in the Schoolkid’s Oz (which was the excuse
K for the trial) made much the same point, i.e. that once

So what went wrong, then, and why did Oz come to the media found that it couldn’t ignore the music of
such an untimely and anti-climactic end? David the underground, the next grep is ‘take it over, package
Widgery and Richard Neville both wrote several pieces it, sell it back to itself’, This w()rI<5 very well;
on this theme before the final issue, in which “Capitalism is alive and well—thanks to us. . . what
Widgery mourned the death of the underground can you do with your street-fighting ideals if the very
movement, having written the obituary for Oz in a people you want to fight against can package
previous issue. He starts by asking how “erstwhile T street-fighting, put it into posters, records and books
rebels . . . become sheepfarmers, stalinists, senior and sell it back to you at enormous profits?" Widgery
lecturers in deviant sociology, recluses, rock-writers, argues that the underground was smashed by the forces
commercial radio hacks”, the question perhaps it had defied because, by 1968, it couldn’t be “laughed
prompted by the frantic (and successful) forays into at or ignored or patronised any longer”, and the lengthy
the underground press at that time by the established series of raids, seizures of material and general
music papers, and the newly formed local and harassment by the police, up to and including the
commercial radio stations to absorb as many eventual trial showed quite clearly that Oz had caused
disillusioned writers as they could tempt, with fat considerable panic among certain sections of society.
salaries. The continual strain of carrying on in the face R
of this and the open hostility towards Oz displayed by lts anti-authoritarian stance, its questioning of the
almost all the rest of the press, and desperate financial work ethic and its often Sensationalised and
straits meant, as Widgery points out, that the quality exaggerated sexual content meant that Oz stood on one

'1

side of what Richard Neville called the culture gap,
which was much more than a simple generation gap.
Those who were quick to attack Oz were often
motivated by fear, stemming from a complete inability
to understand what was going on. To the Fleet St.
papers, Oz was just a more offensive than usual piece
of porn, and the obvious point about pornography, so
obvious that the Longfords and the Whitehousesetc.
can’t see it, is that in itself, it presents little th reatto
capitalism. It is an eminently saleable commodity; why
shouldn’t capitalists sell sexuality itself if they can use
sex to sell practically anything else they want us to
buy? Thus the porn industry flourishes with the
co-operation of the law, and publications dealing with
sex are rarely prosecuted for that reason alone. lt is
when they can be seen to have progressed from mere‘
sensation towards forms of social satire, and actually
ask questions about the nature ofssexuality, morality
and the law that the forces of law and order invoke
their best vintage bullshit about protecting us all from
depravity and guarding public morals against
corruption. As Richard Neville explained at the trial,
Oz and its readers had had enough of the powerful
interests which controlled the media, whether it be for
political or financial ends. Oz sought to provide a voice
for people with new things to say and nowhere to say
them. The intention was to mirror a changing way of
life all over the world, giving _a platform to the
“socially impotent” whose struggles were denied
legitimacy-homosexuals, children, women, blacks,
the poor, the third world, clinically-defined psychotics
and “erotic minorities”.
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What was actually happening was that the obscenity
laws were being used to stifle “inconvenient”
expressions of dissent; such a disguised form of
political censorship was necessary in order to neutralise
potential subversion, with the support of the public.
At the trial, the prosecution eagerly seized upon the
various items dealing with sex and drugs, successfully
appealing toithe deep-rooted prejudices of the press,
the public and thejury. As john Mortimer, (Q.C. for
Felix Dennis and jim Anderson) said in court, our
society allows free debate but when the issues of sex
and drugs are raised, “then a curious lack of logic
starts to cloud the mind; deep personal emotions
become involved and an instinct seems to rise up that
discussion should be stifled." Richard Neville A
attempted, throughout the trial, to deal with what was
really happening, but in the face of such an irrational
denial of reality, this proved to be impossible. The
judge and the prosecution would not even concede
the relevance of the very issues which, Neville and
Mortimer had argued, were central to the case, i.e. the
right to free dissent; the erosion of our freedoms and
the fact that the implications of the prosecution
affected everyone, in that everyone's right to free ~
discussion was at stake. judge Argylle informed teh
jury that these arguments were not what the case was
about_at all: “.. . . Mr. Neville’s opening speech. Alas,
so much of it missed the point. Most of it had nothing
to do with the issues that we have to consider . . . this
is not a political prosecution." -

The court was clearly in another world. In Richard
Neville’s words it was like going back in time “to a
wonder-land of wigs and starched collars, of liveried
courtiers and secret passageways . . . and people talked
as though the outside world stood still. And most of
what went on in that world, moreover, was probably
irrelevant." By the end of thetrial itmust have been
clear to the defendents that any attempts to relate the
prosecution-of Oz to the infringements on our freedom
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futile. So, too, was Neville’s appeal to the jury to help
bridge the culture gap with their verdict; to try to show
that some people were prepared to listen to new ideas
and values. In fact, the case demonstrated that
authority merely paid lip-service to such ideas as “free
speech” and “fairplay“, and was certainly not prepared
to act on such notions if it didn’t suit its purposes.
The police had taken on an explicitly political role in
an area where it was, quite rightly, considered that it
would be comparatively easy to secure conviction, and
at the same time, provide an opportunity for the police
to gain experience and enlarge their files. Subsequent
events, involving the Conspiracylaws, the Prevention
of Terrorism Act and the Official Secrets Act have
shown that the powers of the police are gradually being
increased in an effort to instigate greater political s
control over dissenting groups, both in terms of their
propaganda and their activities. The attacks on Oz and
the underground press can perhaps be interpreted as
the early stages in the creation of a climate in which
censorship, detention without trial, deportation,
restriction of movement, police harassment and t
invasion of pl'lVElCY and c|v|l lrbertles are regarded as
normal and acceptable aspects of law enforcement. ~

Oz’s concern with what was really happening meant
thatit stood against the traditional left as well as the
right. Its politics of everyday life which questioned the
work ethic, hierarch and power was closer to
anarchism, and its often naively enthusiastic approach
attacked the sterile dogmatism and arrogant is
self-righteousness of the left just as vociferously as it
condemned the brutality of everyday life in the V
capitalist state. For anarchists, Oz was important
because it raised issues scarcely recognised by the rest
of the left. lt’s difficult to imagine any Trotskyist
group campaigning on behalfof Richard Neville's
“erotic minorities”, or child ren’s rights. At best, the
left dismissed Oz as irrelevant, andat worst, condemned
it as “bourgeois degeneracy". Indeed, the left's

made by the Industrial Relations Bill and the Misuse of obsession with the horrors of sex, drugs and mysticism
Drugs Bill (both being pushed through at the time by was hardly different from the crass over-reaction of the
the Tory government) in such an atmosphere was hysterical right, and such a completely Inadequate
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critique wasn’t able to -gloss over the glaring defects
shown in the left.'s own analysis. It barely concealed,
moreover, the fact that in a society controlled by such
organisations, Oz and the like would be among the first
to be suppressed. “Revolutionary socialism", Widgery
argues, “is profoundly libertarian ‘and concerned with
the totality of working class life.“ Therefore, he
believes that a mapzine like Oz has to be firmly
anchored in working class politics, although he admits
the “crab-wise progress of socialism in our time,
particularly the defeat of the revolutionary movement
in Russia in the twenties.“ The real problem is that
“revolutionary” socialism has always defeated itself
because its struggles have usually been confined to
relatively narrow issues and ignored issues which simply
cannot be ignored. A purely class analysis doesn't ask
enough questions about the totality of our lives as
obedient consumers of both goods and ideology. It
was perhaps possible, for those that recognised this, to
escape the socialist tradition, and Oz at its best
represented precisely that escape; a voice for those with
the temerity to demand a say in the running of all
aspects oftheir lives. For a while, itseemed that the
revolution was going to be fun after all. However, fun
wasn’t a concept recognised by the law or the left. A
revolution for fun means a revolution for a new way of
living without wageslavery, without domination and
exploitation, where human beings can choose to live
together, without coercion, in free co-operation, having
full control over their lives and their environment. Such
a vision is inevitably at odds with the left because there
is no mention of a centralised organisational hierarchy,
and, for the left, revolution has always been about
authority and control. The party elite rules; strategy is
dictated from above and those belowhad better
respond with disciplined obedience. On no account
must we organise ourselves, or act directly and
spontaneously- Above all, we shall not enjoy ourselves.
How much real difference is there between this kind of
authority and the attitide of judge Argyle in banning
laughter from his court? The absurd and unreal world
where, every so often, as Richard Neville puts it,
everyone bows to the leading man, functions in
precisely the same way whoever controls it, and has no
place in any tmly free society.

Left and right were unanimous in tnelr
condemnation of the sexual content of Oz. For the
right it was just the excuse needed to launch an attack.
For the left it was just a symbol of its supposed
degeneracy, and nowhere did their-condemnation
touch on its deep sexism. In fact the best criticism of
Oz often came from within its own pages, and David
Widgery acknowledged that it had failed to recognise
the true nature of the oppression of women: “What N
finally knackered the underground was its complete
inability to deal with women’s liberation." It was not
enough to condemn repression and hypocrisy, and
bring sexuality out iintothe open, if the new sexual
revolution was only going to be a resurrection of the
old confidence trick of “free love" whereby women
were expected (by men) to assert their “freedom” to
reject their formally passive sexuality and yet still
continue to fulfil a role designated for them by men.
just as straight left politics concentrates on class
analysis and pays scant attention to oppression of all
women, whatever their social position, so Oz and the
undergrouns failed to understand that genuine sexual
revolution would have to mean the end of
rnaledomination in all sexual, sociai and political '
situations. Revolution has always been seen by men as
being man’s domain, and has consequently always been
defined in terms of male sexuality, women being
relegated to a secondary role of “companion” to offer
support and loyalty to their master. The imagery of
revolution, whether in posters of Che, the romanticised
machismo of the guerilla, or the crash-helmeted heavy
militants of the sixties "new" left, has reinforced
male-supremacist notions and masculine definitions of
“the rebel" and this firmly established sexist tradition
in left wing politics has contributed to the continued
enslavement of women by men. Oz, although unable
to escape this concept of male dominated politics,
published many articles which made most of the above
points. True to its contradictory nature, it managed to
combine such critiques with outrageous sexism in the
form of advertising from the-recording industry,
straight profiteering pornography organisations and
articles and illustrations which treated women in much
the same way as Playboy. It's all too easy to see how
Oz and the underground made mistakes and that
fundamental issues were bot being adequately dealt
with. Once this was realised it was time to stop,
re-think, and start again. Trouble is, having stopped,
nobody’s got any further, and Oz, the underground
(whatever it was or wasn't), the events of May "68 and
the all too brief hope all of those things offered us has
very suddenly become another piece of history, and
another set of mistakes that we can (we hope) learn
from. Perhaps Angelo Quattrochi summed it up in his
piece on the situationists (Oz 20): “The myriads of
desire not fuffilled, the thousand desires sparked by
daily frustration, fill our air with a Iethalmixture
which slowly assassinates the acquiescent. The rebel
chokes, his cough is the only sigt of life in the thick
smog." Pity about the masculine pronoun . . . l.T. take
note Geoff lngarfield v
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ByTemma Kaplan.  
(Princeton £6.00)
This is a substantial and useful addition
to Temma |(aplan’s work on anarchism
in Spain, maintaining high standards of
research and analysis. It contains much
detailed information, and provides
evidence to counter some of the
assumptions some of us may hold about
the movement in late 19th-century
Andalusia. ' s

Rejecting both the views that the
anarchists were all backward peasants,
or alternatively urban-dwelling landless
labourers, she shows us a mixture
ranging from the poorest, to petty-
bourgeois and peasant proprietors,
ranged against the government and big
bourgeoisie, and embodying an element

more than a mention here of the
Harvest Strike of_1883, involving
Portuguese migrants in impressive solid-
arity; the abortive jerez Insurrection of
1892; wholesale repression, terrorism,
and the perpetuation of anarchist
organisation of the community by such
means as mutual aid societies. In 1902-
3 strikes were widespread; sections were
dissolved and centres closed, but
decentralisation again proved a source
of strength. It was the famine of
I904-6 which added weight to other
difficulties and forced anarchism under-
ground fora decade. It was not, of
cou rse, dead. I .

In conclusion, T.l<.. describes the
strength of anarchism in" this time and
place as lying in the merger of
communal and militant trade-union
traditions. The last chapter,
“Spontaneity and Millenarianism”
makes the points that spontaneity

of class struggle in their own ranks. The meant maximum autonomy not lack of
geographical background is filled in
with a thorough account of the
dominant sherry industry. I peasant mania (despite such oddities as i gop)

Anarchist ideas were brou ht to

organisation, and that the movement
was not a quasi-religious primitive-

the baptismal initiation of infants into

J

and stop the tortures and imprisonments
by the communist partieis secret police.

With the re—emergence of the C.N.T.
it is important that the lessons of its
previous failures are learnt. It is more a
question of how to deal with those
parties that claim to be revolutionary,
such as the communist party, than how
to defeat fascism. “NEVER IN -
HISTORY has any govemment, “leftist”
or otherwise, fulfilled the needs of the
working classes." (C.N.T. leaflet june
1977). There is much to be learnt from
Spanish history-—there are lessons for us
all whatever country we are in. Though
the world has changed ai lot in the last
forty years, revolutionaries in all
countries will be faced by'the leftist
parties who will try and divert the
revolution back into reformed
capitalism. This book can help us
prepare for these dangerSl:l FB

r ltlPOI. D: I910-1| .
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Spain in the wake of the settirig-up of anarchism) but a reasonable response gs;
the l.W.M.A.. in I864, but the
principles of Bakunin’s Alliance rather
than those of the International were
the ones taught to'Spaniards. In

to the social situation, its strategy and
tactics “rational and effective”. S

Supplied with numerous Tables as
well as Bibliography and Index, this

discussing the differencesbetween ‘ study could itself be described as both
them, Temma Kaplan does not spare
Bakunin from criticism: “He andhis
political followers had principled

guiding hand of a political and
objections to mass politics without the

Pintellectual elite" and he “was S
obsessed with conspiracy" (p.72)- g _ B

Thesuccessive F_ede_rati_ons _an_d(oth_er,, t , I _
bodies established in Spain were not ,9 l(s°nd3|'|tY9T°|'°nt°'i£2°5°)N
without their problems of elitism but
as well as describing the various debates
and splits, T.K. makes the point that tht
grass-roots movement quite quickly
became integrated with the community,
through women’s sections, libraries,
schools, etc. It was this “chameleon- I
like non-structure merging with local
working class culture” that enabled it
to survive in periods of severe
repression.

Local anarchists working to create a
popular movement based on sections ’
and trades unions became divorced
from the Bakuninist leaders, allied with
the intransigent wing of the Republicans,
whose politics were insurrectioriary, but
in the period I868-73 they were united
in struggle against the Spanish state- This
first phase culminated in the 33-day
anarchist revolution in Sanlucar de
Barrameda which improvised a commune
and provided a model for subsequent
attempts.

Despite the ensuing repression,
provocation and counter-democratic
clandestinity, the “associational life”
of the movement remained strong. Yet
this community base was itself any
element in one of the most significant
controversies among libertarians in the
’80s: the question of methods and
priorities as between workers, on the
one hand, and the poor community on
the other. "The challenge to anarchism
in Andalusia was to organize those who
were working while, simultaneously,
winning solidarity from masses of -
women and the unemployed” (p.135).
Anarcho-collectivism, emphasising
ownership and control, by individual
unions, tended to attfact the most
skilled, while anarcho-communists
attacked their “bourgeois” notions. The
“ideological class war” was eventually
resolved by the development of anarcho-
syndicalism—-but itwould be interesting
to see how the old debate influenced
the organisation of collectives in i
1936-7.

Considerations of space preclude

rational and effective, and is well worth
ordering from a library if you can’t
afford to buy it l:lLiz Willis.

I-IISTS I THE
TIO

C
ISH R  

osé Pierats. N  

On the 27th of june a hundred
people gathered togetheriin London to
discuss ‘_,‘What is the C.N.T.?” Whilst in
many ways the new C.N.T. that is 9
emerging is quite different to that of
the twenties and thirties (e.g. the debate
about sexual freedom), it can best be
understood in the light of its history.
The translation of Pierats’ book enables
English readers to learn that history.

The book covers the development of
anarchism from the first International
to the present day, though it only
discusses in detail the movement from
the establishment of the C.N.T. in 1910
to thevictory of Franco. In the early
years, the anarchists were at the
forefront of the resistance to Riviera’s
despotic regime. When the republic
was declared they still had to deal with
the repression meted out by the
republicans and socialists. In these
turbulent years there were several
unsuccessful uprisings. However when
the army rebelled under Franco, the
spontaneous actions of the workers
were gradually turned into support for
the republic. Faced with the prospect
of a Fascist takeover the C.N.T. sided
with the legitimate authorities
considering them the lesser of two evils.
With hindsight it is easy to question this
decision. It is sad to read how the
achievements of the collectives and
appropriations were gradually
undermined so that the revolution was
soundly defeated by,principally,the
Spanish Communist Party before .
Franco had taken the whole of Spain.
The pathetic complaints of the C.N.T.
officials following the massacre of
anarchist militants in May 1937
illustrate the dangers of government
collaboration. Whilst the republican
assault guards were shooting anarchists
in Barcelona, the C.N.T. did its best to
stop any resistance. From that time on
their influence waned. Anarchists were
weeded out of the republican military,
either through legal means or shot in
cold blood. The C.N.T. did little to try_

tits:

ii...

Although its subject matter is events
which took place 7 years ago this book,
which is a translation of the major part
of a work originally published by the t
French group lnformations
Correspondances Ouvrieres, is most
timely. In a period when the monolithic
edifice that was the Eastern Bloc is
beginning to crumble, an understanding
of the Polish strikes and demonstrations
of late 1970 is essential to an
understanding of the revolutionary
drama which is unfoldingin that bloc.

The book divides into 2 parts: the -
first part is a vivid and exciting
description of the workers’ response in
the Baltic ports of Gdansk, Gdynia and
elsewhere in Poland to the imposition
of massive increases in the price of food.
Coming as they did just before
Christmas, these price rises were a
masterpiece of bureaucratic stupidity-—
the product of a crisis ridden economy,
an economy dominated by the interests
of Soviet state capitalism. To add insult
to injury, the prices of a number of
items such as TV sets which only
bureaucrats can afford, were reduced.
Having no other means of expression,
the workers’ anger exploded into strike:
and demonstrations.

In Gdansk, shipyard workers elected
a delegation which went to discuss the
price rises with the local Party
bureaucracy. The delegates were ‘ s
arrested. The following morning the
workers took to the streets. Marching
to the tunes of the Internationale and
the Hymn of the People's Guards,they
made their way to the Party offices to
demand the release of their arrested
comrades.

‘IA
andllecl

Here revolutionary sociologists
should note that the workers attempted
to involve students from the
Polytechnics. The students did not
respond. Fighting broke out on the
afternoon of December 14 when police
attempted to stop workers reaching
Party headquarters, Taking hold of
stones, bolts, lead pipes, chains,
whatever came to hand, the workers
fought back. The police retreated.
Buildings symbolic of the power and
privilege of the Party were set on fire.
Police cars were captured and thrown
offa bridge onto a railway line. Bottles
and alcohol were seized to make
molotov cocktails. Hoardings and
Christmas trees were used to make
bonfires in the streets, fi re engines sent
to put them out were added to the
conflagration. Buses were also set
ablazc I

Shops were looted, workers taking
furs, oranges, wines, items of ._
conspicuous consumption which
normally they could only dream of.
The bureaucratic expropriators were
being expropriated with a vengeance.
The workers were acting for themselves
and themselves alone. ’

To quote the book:' “The workers
self-organisation in a nation wide
struggle convincingly refutes those who
hold that the working class can only
remain at the stage of blind rebellion
without the participation of “heads”,
of an “elite” and a section of the forces
of order. Their isolation from other _
classes forced the workers to organize
themselves. Poland in 1971 provides an
example of development from the t
ground up andiaccordingtosthe is . or 5"
requirements of the struggle. This t ii;
example is all the more “pure” because
intervention by any party, union or S
group was impossible; they had been s
ruthlessly eliminated by the “workers t
partg which embodied the repressive
syste in all its rigidity.” -

Part 2 of the book clearly shows how
the bureaucracy recuperated the working
class back into the structure of official
society. This was achieved by a clever
mixture of stick (the use of troops who
opened fire on the workers, arrests and
imprisonment, the threat of Soviet
intervention) and carrot (promises to
rescind the price rises and increase
wages, the distribution of a bonus, talk
of “workers’ participation”) at the same
time, seizing opportunity in both hands,
the technocratic, economist faction of
Gierek in alliance with the stalinist,
ultra-nationalist group of Moczar pushed
pushed itself into power, ousting the
discredited Gomulka who had himself
ridden to powerion the revolutionary
wave of 1956.

The translators’ postscript bears
witness to the fact that the events of
1970/1 were no flash in the pan. In
1976 workers’ anger at price rises again
exploded into strikes and riots, the
effects of which are still being felt. On
May 15, 5 000 marched in Krakow to
protest at the mysterious death of
Stanislaw Pyjas, an active supporter of
the Workers Defence Committee set up
to aid the families of those arrested
during the riots. The widely distributed
and read samizdat publication
Information Bulletin carries news of the
Workers Defence Committees and
enables workers to contact them. _
Recently, they collected 2 000 names
on a petition demanding an inquiry
into the torture of workers detained in
1976.
This book contains many important
lessons for workers on both sides of the
Iron Curtain. British workers could
do worse than follow their Polish
comrades example E] Terry Liddle.
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provided another new playground for

 

Letters marked * have been cut for
reasons of space.

Dear Zero*
A few days ago I saw the first edition of
your new paper. Congratulations. lt’s
really great to see the beginning of an
ongoing anarca-feminist project. Here in
the U.S.‘a sizeable portion of the
feminist movement is clearly moving in
that direction. However we still don t
have a paper though more and more of
usare getting to know each other and
establish on going communications.
Love and anarchy
Helene Ellenberger
Seattle, Washington.

Dear comrades*
It was an interesting experience to read
the collective statement in the centre
pages and I would like to suggest a few
ideas since I hope that the statement
will be the start of a debate.

Firstly I was disappointed not to see
a mention of ureaucracy. It is not
sufficient in m mind to merely make
mention of all ierarchical and
authoritarian‘ o anisation. I think that
the theory of the n class of
technobureaucrats deserves a special
mention in anarchist theory. The old
style of capitalist no longer exists... The
only people who both own and congol
the means of production in this country
are those who have small family firms
and as such exert no significant
influence in the exploitative system.
The lCls, the BPs the BRs the National
Enterprise Board, the Fords, the Fiats,
the big merchant bankers, the insurance
companies and so on are not run by g
people who own the company. Another
breed of person controls apart from
those who own. In fact a struggle has
taken place over the past century
between the old bosses of the
capitalist/bourgeois type and an
emerging new class of new bosses of a
techno-bureaucratic type. The increasing
success of the latter has been caused
primarily by the incapacity of the
‘family capitalist’ of the I9th century
to continually expand. The first types
of merger were of course marriages
between different capitalist families,
but as these ‘trusts developed and these
organisations became more complex,
the place of capitalists as controllers of
the fortunes of their firms was taken
over by executives. The development of
the nationalised industries, furthermore

the new powerful techno-bureaucrats.
It is quite common for business people
from ‘private enterprise’ (ie not
‘nationalised’) to take jobs as directors
of this andthat nationalised industry.
Their behaviour is that same except
that the resources that they now
control are much greater than before.

Bakunin had intuitively grasped the
development of this ‘new class’ with
relation to the marxists. He argued that
the type of society proposed by Marx
would produce a dictatorship over the
masses by those who controlled, not the
means of production (because
theoretically in a Marxist state the
‘people’ own the means of production)
but knowledge. Indeed the little known
writings of Bruno Rizzi elaborated the
concept of ‘the collective bureaucracy’,
which in Russia, whilst not owning the
means of production, collectively uses
the system for the benefit of the
bureaucratic class.

I feel this is relevant to your
statement in two ways. I do not agree
that ‘Both anarchists and Marxists
believe. . . in free communism’. Marxist
analysis tends to deny the possibility of
the development of other types of

oppression apart from capitalist forms. through a combination of facts, fears, forcefully to do, with the backing of
If however by ‘Marxist’ you mean
ordinary members of the various

paranoia—inducing Amerikan police
and threatening jets. We would like to

Marxist parties I will agree that only O see Zero emphasise anti-militarist
some of them really want ‘free
communism’. And secondly, if you
accept the analysis of the rise of a new
techno-bureaucratic class you must-
re-examine the significance of the
statement that ‘this nuclear family is
the economic base basis for capitalism.’
ls the nuclear family the economic
basis of a techno-bureaucratic society?
A glance at the ideology advanced in
‘Cosmopolitan’ should be cause for
doubt. The ideal here is of the young
woman making her way in big business.
Marriage is not entirely frowned upon
but having children is definitely taboo.
Best wishes for the future.
Nino Staffa.
London.

Dear sisters* .
l’ve just finished reading your paper. I
couIdn’t have said it better myselfll It
made me feel like I haven’t felt in along
time, the politics are so basic, clear and
true. Tho many of us in the women’s
movement are anarchists we are often
so busy just struggling against the
ravages of male supremacy that we have
little time or energy to affirm our
anarchism in a more formal way. This is
not to say that a good many feminists
don’t work in a basically anarchist way,
but often it seems to be politically
unconscious.

Many male anarchists in the United
States seem to have more fear and
contempt for feminism than they do for
the established government. As a
result women have stopped contributing
to their papers and bulletins because of
the reactions of hostility and ridicule
they have received. Also male anarchists
in this country often call themselves or
individualist or capital ‘anarchists’-
something my definition doesn’t
encompass.

I hope in future issues you will
devote some space to issues like
battered women, Wages For Housework.
Maybe you would consider doing a
review of ‘Housework Handbook’ (l’ve
sent you a copy). Some of us Anarchist
women have put much work and
thought into this issue for a long time,
but it often appears as if the
Marxist-Leninists have a monopoly on
the issue because of their monolthic,
dogmatic line. '
Best wishes in your work! I
In Sisterhood,
Betsy Warrior
Cambridge Massachussets

Dear Zero*
l’ve just seen a copy of Zero-—-and it
looks good. It certainly ought to fill a
glaring great gap in the available
anarchist/feminist journal world. The
anarchist/libertarian gays need to get
themselves together next—or has Zero
such connections?
Good luck.
Rose Tanner.
Croydon

Dear Friends
We felt the need for a new libertarian
paper and its amazing that its happened.
Hopefully it will go weekly, eventually.
We don’t like the name. How about
more on punk (‘Punk Against Fascism’)
new forms of revolt. The situation has
changed.

East Anglian Libertarians have started
a campaign for the Demilitarisation of
East Anglia. The group from Norwich
went to USAF Mildenhall on May 29th
‘Open Day’. We were few (7) they were
many (I50 000). Consequently
attempts to hand out leaflets failed

campaigns, and anti totalitarian struggles
e.g. against nuclear technology, the
festival at Windscale.
With love and playful rebellion,
‘jerrard’
Norwich.

ll

Dear Zero collectIve*
The paper’s great, very needed
considering the state of the left press at
the moment. We’re using the
Anarchism/Feminism article as a basis
for discussion in the women’s group . . .
Love and solidarity
Fran Townsend
Leicester. A

Dear Zero
Very seldom do I read a magazine on
receipt. But I felt I had to on getting
the first issue of Zero. I found the
centre page article gripping. You really
show how feminism and anarchism
need to be fully ‘married’. (?! Zero
typist) This centre page article contains
a profound truth. It has helped me to
widen my consciousness. . so much so
that I am changing the title of my work
Of Man and Revolution to Of
Humankind and Revolution. I am
passing Zero on to my HAPOTOC
brothers and sisters. I am sure they will
get much from it also. Many thanks for
advertising us. We will do the same for
you.
Love
Michael Tobin
Amsterdam.

Dear Zero collective*
I don’t consider abortion an anarchist
or feminist objective, I consider it
killing, the ultimate oppression. Life
begins at conception and gradually
develops. There is no sharp distinction
between unborn and born. Abortion is
not just a woman's control over her
own body, because the embryo is not
part of her body.

However I think that Zero .
overstressed the abortion issue even for
a publication that agrees with abortion.
I can think of more important things.
What about women’s problems in jobs
and housing? How about working to
remove some of those social grounds
that drive women to abortion? What
about rape? What about the problem of
battered wives? There isn’t much, if
anything, about these issues.

There were some things I liked: the
article on N.lreland which explored the
question of why the UK government is
hanging on-—the review of the two
pamphlets on socialism-‘the foreign
news.
Love and peace
Diana Forest
Hastings.

Zero replies:
Is abortion killing? We don’t think
so; -others might. Whatever our
beliefs we have no right to
impose an individual
viewpoint on others-and
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S.P.U.C. and the R.C. Church.
Where does human life begin and is the
foetus part of the woman ’s body? We
think human life begins at birth, when
the embryo is capable of an independent
existence, until then it is clearly a part
of the woman’s body. There seems to
us to be a very fine distinction between
abortion and contraception if life is
defined as beginning with conception.

But we consider these arguments
about when life starts irrelevant to the
issue of abortion. Abortion should be a
matter of choice, a decision made freely
by a woman to control her own body.
The letter implies that abortion only
happens under capitalism (and the state
and patriarchy!) because of adverse
social conditions, and that in a
revolutionary situation abortion will not
be necessary. We think control of our
own sexuality, and our bodies is central
to control over our lives in all other
areas, in any society, H '

Abortion is necessary because of the
lack of safe contraception, and because
of unwanted pregnancies ie, in cases of
rape or where the foetus is damaged (eg
rubella, Seveso).

Finally,'we consider children have a '
basic right to be born wanted, an
unwanted child can have a crippling
effect on its mother’s life. The only
person who can ultimately decide if a
child is wanted is the woman.

Abortion is clearly of vital concern to
anarchists and feminists, because it is
about an individual ‘s control over her ,
own life. We are fighting to control all
aspects of our lives; for women the i‘
control over reproduction is a
precondition for the control over the *
.rest of our lives El Sharon and Patsie.

Dear comrades _ a
Herewith returned 8 COpIBS of Zero +
40p. I haven’t the time or energy (I
look after 3 kids on my own) to give
you a detailed critique but, I. Coverage i
of CNT/Spain good and welcome. 2.
Cost makes it difficult to sell. 3. I‘m fed,
up with strident ‘all males are bastards‘si
plistic feminism. The only people you tur
off are sympathetic males like me. Thank
good ness there are rational feminists
like Mujeres Libres and a number
of libertarian women I know who
do not like WL&c for reasons I
have briefly indicated.) Indeed
I find it much easier to
talk to a female friend
of mine in the CP
than the man-hating
conference
going brigade.
‘Mike Malet
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- ' * NORTH WES‘l.’ ANAIIC}-iIS‘I‘ Q BLACK FL.A.G. Over the Water,
FEDERATION, ti Si'..oi:kley ."k‘v't-":., Sanrlay, (')rl-;ney KW17 ZBL. Every
Harwood, Bolton, l.ani'~s. l¥‘1"orluce 6 wcelis. ‘Beat; Ci)‘/i1*i'iIii%’5i’-’ Oi the

it NEW MOON RISING-— Iqmmlily nevvslci.tar. iii'r'nups in inte-rna.tional anarchist movement.
Celebration of Women and Ill"? A1'l3$- Burnley, l'ilitt’l.'ii)ill"1'1., (Joli-‘ii-¥ i;-’restt.1n, * (.lI"I.*.lN ROAD, liox 6135,
20th-27th Aug. Contact: Catriona] and Wlmllc ' ;"~i'I'gt_.j(j;1; (j;_ "(,*‘,;{.l[1|3('}"U"',_.-qty, BQ (janada
L15/Alice? L‘=“"ISi°“ H“"~ Casi“ * SCO’l"'l‘lSll l;i'rilni"iusinan ir (il{EA"l"l()N AND ITSDouglas, Kirkuds, Sc0l3l311d- FEDERA‘l’li.lN.‘ l!Y*@llii@}-§' inevtiii is l?;.N‘l.iiVll.ES: ’i"l"1c Revolt; A inst. ta S3
*AI-EERNATIVE SOCIALISM first Kr. l;l1irr.i ii.-'lrn'ititn iii i-%ir- n'ioi1t.ii Wi-':»r'i--; lav Jui1I"1 .7.-ti*r?T.t1l'1 l'I‘0m
CONFERENCE 1_3l¥l1"20l3h Al-ISUSI3 at Sl..Bririe’.s it-.-t-‘iii..i'{*‘._‘ -..-an-lI‘-:ii.-., ll/lutuall I:lool~:s, Box 1283,
Maintheme‘Patr1flr¢hy= Wliat 15 Pt~1i‘ti(.Il{. i--itari. :'i*.:rii;1m@,~.=. li’.r>-rln~=sl..er._ nv‘. liS.A..

E-Id . I I ' IIi'i‘lr7u" rJli_‘l(Il)t'l’i‘1-'7:-. i"i"[lllt.ii .’.*i"I-."i..‘?l+.iIli- .

I F.

 §n! 15'R'3551Yi1 Hill-i Lgilldliil _j‘.i~:'_'>t-}i.. l'ron_1 Aberdeen Peoples

LONDON MURRAYS
]§IFENCE GROUP now nieets
fortnightly. For details ring Cliris
or Charlotte 359 4794
i THIRD MIDLAND"
ANARCHISTS FEDERATION ,1 _ ,1 T ,_
CONFERENCE, at Blackthorn ‘A’ Fl*.iVll.Nln-I. (..t.lPi-"'ii=.--iil:i‘vii._.-
Bo k H‘ hcross St Leicester.. 0 s, is R _
17 Sept. 1.00. Inquire-~ Louise _
Crane. 13 Arden '1"@1'1'fl@s» R*'°*’"1" 1} .r-\NAR(jfl~i{i-i*‘lil'Et'i.ii\iS"i." E-"i"i.'HIi'.i
stone, Leicester (tel .823-iii :1‘---'»’- . l- " -11.‘: f. 1. 7'
MUITHYS BEHEIIIJ COIICPTI. ill *"*~"ii’lllilg- (_}p(-)1-gi‘i1;,1__[]'j "153-;'.;_ ll.

' - _Newslctter.sG|\°U|’5 HIBERTARIAN P3555 it N imii (30 U1\""I‘R'Y sew.
-1- BIRMINGHAM
LIBERTARIAN SOCIALISTS
meet alternate Sundays at the
‘FOX and Grapes’, Freeman St..

9 C319 37"?-’l1_ 9- _ - - ,1‘ Price N,_.,=w-id (‘1,,‘,;.,~1,.-1,1,, H,-"'i.-._-i;.nria rr,__ i{.cpv:'1'ifi.. iror:'i Scotland by
rlfglllflrgn ff cglmfilrlts-lgayrlgtvli ,.,,,,.,.,,,,,,,,,.,,,,.,_ ;(e,,..@~,..,)_ l)r'il‘Et.¥'.§{j‘it.i"i'¥l; It/l.arsha.ll KI. Chris Aldred.

, as e~ oug as, :1r:u ~ : ~ r
Scotland. Information: Dannv

I I-iliip 1+: post. PRESCHOOL CHILD
0 (1.5-.i'ti¢J IN ABERDEEN. 60p +

‘R Al\lAR("'l~lI‘~1;'i‘ vv{'i"yj§r"s-,;"c l~‘it»:~.;~;, Ind lung Street. Aberdeen.* 63 ‘~iLUB- $“"°‘aYS 8P"‘ H‘ "it NE’l“iNi")Rl%i -:Ti;.iii...if * s:.i~:1>1r1YE-N<»~v i-iSt11-wreical
New west I”d‘Pn Sp"""5 "“"’ S""""‘ 43 Iii";-{’)§",»,,'p~_i"(("_;y "j1,,_.,~,_.__ sn_,ls,,,,,-__;,,,,,.,_g _;<:=»1-"l nail of libertarian coinmunism.
Club/(lonlrnunlty Centre“ YUfk_ l§..:,_-'.j,Ur_'_} r'_}j’ bl. i.‘?i‘iii-lt§‘., .‘5’Lii‘I1III(:l‘.i.' III C.l.LldQ5 JOZIII

Westwoifld MOSS Side’ l Fen'1inist.. N'i;*n="sieI.i.r_"='i" lsrn1ci."~.;~=:i ..-‘=. -"-"ii‘i‘?"'1 Iii-‘i'Ii:l(iIli*’ "ll mt’ 31- £120
yfiilfhegifrlil. Nada dil. Claudg n'1r-1.- mg 1-iporti ..,.- -- p-r:=;~iia;..§ _1, ,_ E (1 g
chitin l ‘ I I 1- anaacno.it‘:i+.:;in;~i‘ism; ,‘"’**“‘:“*' N» is**s*1‘l<~*~*l~~:»r=. CA
14 Aug. Poetry and music with ‘
John Cooper-Clark and Steve
Cohen.
21 Aug. Film: Queirnada. dir.
Bruno Pontecorvo.
Admission: 20p; non-members
35p.
i ALTERNATIVE
TECHNOLOGY Workshop.
20-27 Aug. at Court House,
St. Davids, Dyfed, Wales.‘Details
0532-495 865.

it‘ ‘L "' in , ‘ , _ ,.r i'rom .Iit‘t'i--E}-’€-T‘, .i%ir:-"x I200,

state-i'ne11ts iirorn .*‘i.ii.'i{-*i’ii;fE.i {'_T.f.‘. i. E"; "i j_ _ _ __ _ _ _ _
incl- jiiiin t*nn-ir.ivisiu as * iiM’0’I.'t.>@ liJr1.i:1I:1Liwwsletter
A‘N_A]{(_'jj-]‘[_S{i,.-j i_s,~,- §__,_.-,,,,,. of tlic Help A I-‘risoner_.f(.)utlaw
llliip int-I. post}; ,.=1l.j1"*-,;,s, i'{_(_'_%([[}§§;;,1-"5; ‘l‘orlurc (ll‘§§i1l'l.iSil1g' (..i()l't'li1’lltttiQ,
‘l"l~l'l{l l4"I*1iviI.i‘-ilS‘i' tfirJi\J_i_‘-Ji~j("T'j_‘irfji(e.;‘ P’(.l _li-ox .l0£_-338. A1"n.s‘t.ert.larn,
is}.-" l7‘r"-p,'y'}. isi_r'_1ij‘Is"i'-air" trait"; __.-ii, -,1;,:;' t'l(.1Iiaii'n1l. .r'\1'lt1i't“l'1isl. l’ris<;>11ers Aid
50p inc-i §_‘:|r"1~_?~;i_. in-ii-ii ii-iaei t.1I‘j,§,'i"liilSiil'..l()II. W<.)rlr.lwi(.le struggle
A1iartrlii.~.ii.. l+'i=n.ii.ni..-:.i ii'iI1j,.1i"'li :.igz.iir.si; t.ort.ure, death penalty and
TH P{_1{'__*l+-I,l_l,1jj‘;] I-{_r";_;_1i_'_i__ j_.r. .11-ti r_;n'j ,‘-iij [."JiT'l5?.i'J.l'iI€l.. I‘:-i"lfi'.j‘l('ii.itl' {ff}i"ll'.'I'ilJLllZlOl”l.
* AN j\‘f{_{'jj' j{__)-.[~"-,1--.]'[‘i,fj l M it.i>;.§i.zlzir hullIci..in in iiingllish.
N(Ii'1‘i¥1S, i*i..:..n"vrt'; an-in. :~:.n-.1. * l.i,l.B!*ll.l1(l lN‘ll‘lERI‘~l ATIONAL.

.'.‘_"ii.,, ii“){ij¥~, _i't"it_ii_1i_i_j;~‘.,__ i‘1.'il.,3‘|,-'.;-_i I.‘il"‘i.il llitfitf l‘:..UlJt-', Jtlpflll
(.,)uari..i_~rlf~,--' jilitiili'_";..i.i..li.i1Ii i_‘*;ii.;=ii.E.i.i.liar: l?i5l1l»ii'i-. .Erre;lisi'1 llarriguage Inagaazine
;1_y,j<,',r_-"id fr_,r}_ " S-ti.-.*i1i.'l (.lonation for sample copy.
-p sou. o i..iI*:1l1'.ii’l”r’. to -Ir 'l..IBER.’Il‘ARIAN EDIJCATION.
7056. I"t...i'v'v"t'it§"r"i'irf::'Ii fiii.-Eiij..li'iii._ No ‘Q33 <1 ui rims‘. r\1"l.ic1cs on
j(q,,,,,,_.,,£,,,ji,H_ f~,"j_,\;: gY;._§,.-in",-'_ lle--::;_~i*l'1-unlit"!g". NU'l‘ Iii:-ink 8.: File
.-”1m.z1rrl1isi. .-"an.a i’t.':i1i-'t—i'-F.‘iiiiii in inlr. i-I-i5‘i*‘~"ilsi‘Y5 -iilil iiiiii iI1’9Y*i‘- 2013 from

0 1 ti liear:on.:=.t’ield R.d.., lgeicester.
ATIONS, moi; “i"t"‘.E-ii.i.I;if-;‘l'i. ~.r.., l‘\ll‘lW$ FR0l\’i LIBERTARIAN
San I)i,?.,;_,;UI1 gkijfljn-‘,.J,,-,,,& {Q}.--j.‘ L|l.l)til'l..i:1l’lEtll PIE-SS S€l"lv’lC('.‘-,

‘ c__.‘o lrirt-'icspace Alternate U, New
‘r“r.n'l~:. NY 10012. .’2.nd issue now
out l_‘.‘-'.t_*l"i{'l coritiribution). Also
ave 1 I ah I e. ‘l"li e lii‘re-es pace
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'nrn1ii' Y er s law. iltii It‘t'ii‘i.-i.:i1.?i‘-L

* q()(*1a,| [-{;.-{H 1,.-H,-,-,,_¢ {_ _-,1 it--'lillvil.le, Mirinesota 55957, USA
8'7 t‘i"il'ri‘ri'Jii‘-=-we-: iliii iicin ’-;i§‘='i I l""“"‘“"l"““:“l'r*_ J H .___ 1-{_.- .._ I _,- r.] {_:- I I L.:i-: . .. 1,‘ I. -, .. . _ I (- ,7 1

l"i_1n'ioiil.iiijv' li'.:n_;:l. ‘v‘vi" ri.=.-.i-:_"i ii ‘ii. *___’3""ll‘("“{ S .‘,‘i\‘H",,"i‘i"‘ __““3 “"J“:‘*

' I o I‘ ti Ii. A F ).(next to Moor St. station) 8pm. S A 3- - I, i _- ';i“E~*;'|i,'| I
* ANAEH HY H H ‘Vi ‘H * BIIACIQ IQYE, 30 Belmont Ave.

t_iii'l‘l..-on. :\"l.;.-in¢.*lu~ste'r i‘vI27 ZWL.
l:i'*z:"=_~<».~ :.\.=li-lnciii"~.~;l.e"r r’)I.l'iiiI‘(?l"ll§3l; paper.
l:~;i'~nrl s;-iv) l

c/o Bob Prew, 40c Trafalgar I-id... E.) (. ,_. M , _ It 5
Moseley, Birmingham B13 Slriil.
* MIDLANDS FEDERATION.. . . . * I ..' i\lI'*.l»"v.. !i.i" i!‘.'.=='i'-..-rm.
Groups "’tereste-d m ‘firming fill“ rcvi_ili.ii.ii.ii1. t"it.‘i.liii‘l_..‘-'-.l unit’ ir.__‘;n.~.t-.~'-:contact Steve Fuller, 7 Waverley . . i ,. . i
Rd., Kenilworth, Warwickshire:
f CLAPHAM ANARCHISTS_ _ _ , _ Firs . . .1 . -
hfild Public meetmgs U“ '5‘ll*’~“’rd“_3 Coverii'1,a_' a ni in'iilii..arisn'i ., :-u."-:--:uai
afternoons an Claplmm 'CO“.}““"‘- polii..ii-s i.*r.:+.."=li'.i-.v'-‘v. tier--r--r1.i.-.-nlzvai inn.
by temperance statue near Clap.
Com. tube, 3-5.30pm. Phone :yt‘*t' ‘. . .-'2. -"rt. 1'-. . F‘ ;j",**'.-?"‘.

622 3961'” °“""“" * ANA]?-l'1lssl.i:-i‘l' it-" iii.-ii*-'.I illl-i...* EXETER ANARCI-IISTS.
Contact Geoff Minshull 129 Fore H .._, , r, , ,1 , H .

. rl*{1._»i.=t.’il}l' 5t , -..iiiil,tit}i '.
Ni} lair; |".l...j L _..,,_|L__I¢'

__ ;_,|l_ , .-,., '. .

IE5"! xfir"‘1l'~!i n, .1-I ,E-!- ii .

{ill i'ii)lI"v'lt3li’l‘li. i.li'i.-ltriii l-'. 11" ‘ti='i.‘-"ii-

cl'1a1':'*'v lmiiriin =' .:1l'ii~i"1':a? ivi--.
.'ll"i-Ii’illi‘i‘ it tne ii'li'i_fI-iiii.*it"iiiiii:

i’ {'v:lA"Ai\'l- :it-‘lin-‘i’?-itliillt. Against A
l’~'ii‘i.it'iiii"(.‘l‘i ii stirring stickers now
i.t".-‘ttili.-i_i1i£.‘~, .1§il'lj..~ l’-or iii?» incl. post.
-i iin"- ‘l‘.ii'*f-‘ii a;ni.i n"ion.ai“cl‘list badge -I
tn“ tin-na all <_~on.iii1-g‘ soon, 15p plus

13 (‘_jU]jH]]]_~[-.11] _¢_.;_',_,-,.,_.5_ H-,_,p, p-:.i;:;-i. l.ii.:-:=; i'v"l. ¢.:.-"iii in Caledonian Rtl.. _ Tl.

1 .|'__":- .._
I r . I I -' ‘F .|- I I '_ -I

ctr". liim itil"'I.l'li,i{l'i.i.i‘, , .1:".|_:--=il tin" i
' It l‘il'Jli"i ti Firs" ‘i ’\‘ iii}: " nil!»

| . } _ . ‘I |
| F | |

' - " =. - - ll». iltrll .I.\'.‘l.-1 ‘ - lll'1'il'.it*r."I£'l l~. 3-- Li .i‘ii_i._..' *3-:;:j_n.'1.' """‘___"‘___'_ _ _, _ __ ____'__\ _
St., Exeter. Te. Exeter 33054 ,-,1: ([1,. J/5,1,,-,,.i,-..i--,,,,,," "~,,i,-",,,»-;._;_,.=-H ‘ * Ii‘vr tlli Fvl i IUN Nb. IWORKi

' ..., '. .,- ,_ 1.. . .1.(corrected no.) Asst1ti=iei!tHI- i.:.=in-n.u=- I-or l~nr'|nlrlgliari1. Contact
i ANARCHIST STUDENT
NETWORK (former Libertarian

i r1lu+:l;u;inru.. :-.; ii vi it v.¢;=.iiv~; i‘.“?*““*‘ i7““‘l"".*' s~ "3 M”‘*’l i"~
High St. I.-n-rnirln i.-Ti .-"\ii;~i:"i=i"i"i:-.i liii‘i1i')»"‘~'i1*7--"i ll‘ili‘m-lili:-ll'ii=lm-

I I r,
Students Network). Contact Peter t’rJ'rtr1ig'li. fi i1[.1., i'jH.'-*t_ii*iHi'.itJi'l at * y__"l_l'lsl_t'J litlSt‘)iNl~lIl1.S’R IGHTS
Baker, A06, Allesley House, adtlress. ' AtJ‘l‘.i_.l.lN t.i.IttlUi’, c ho (irasroots,
Rhodes Residences. Univ. of ' 1- St.)1..l.i).M{lrv. .s-as i?;i l...:-‘ii s..i;~.-1 illiil ‘-"**~i‘>*"¥l Will. I\’lHI1v|‘1<*$tvr 1 are
Warwick; CoventryCv4 TAL. _ .11-sail. I.ai.ill{'lt.ili i.:%lt"i. .i.:ii'irn;nil.l1I}.' ii1v<v-i.iaaI.i1‘1a collditioris in
Nov. 4th-6th: Proposed date for nai.ionnl piij'.Teri"' ‘i i_‘i';.i .n.isii ;"_i"rni'i i"ii---ii-1?-1f;i*"" ii i‘i‘i-‘i‘i-iii ii Yi-‘I-1 iiiiii
[15-X1; (3()nfg]j*9]j](;Q_ F915" dgtajlg , t"I*{~[‘t*li|.‘*i_'ii, 5;i;'=rjt=:--'. -1':~i' E,_i.';ii1_Ef_‘.‘-i3,:.'=i l'ii'-"l§_.i iii‘ git-"5-'1: .il"il"(1t:i"{ii1l;lt.Ji'l wrii.e lit}

contact Exeter anajrchists- ' l(Write i’~:n" i‘-til; iisi ~ Ii-il‘i~' ‘iii’ iilllv-*i’i~*‘ *-I-l‘eI-"--=3-‘$3 i*i>“-lil-

(mon-Fri) between 10am and
4.30pm and ask for 'I’er.l.
* LITTLE BIRD: An information
network for Merseyside. Will
distribute by post your publicity/
leaflets/dot-.uments/handbills etc.
Send about 100 copies by 3rd
Monday of month to: co News
from l\lOW'l'l(“il"l’, 100 Wliitechapel,
Liverpool 1.. (051-708 713.70)
* ANARCHISTS IN INDUSTRY.
Anarchists in the SE interested in
discussing sl1op~floor problerns
contact Adam 247 4829, Dave
249 7042.
* ICAT (lnl.crnal..ional Crusade-
Against "l“orl'.urc) PO Box 22523,
Fazantenholi, l.lijlrn1c-rmeer, F
Amsterdam, Holland. Deals with
specific cases of torture,
behaviour modification, capital
sentence. Help Build Struggle
Wing.
i ICAP (‘I.IlI.£il‘I'l2llLlOl‘l{:1l Crusade
Against Prisons) PO Box 27087,
1002-AB Amsterdam, Holland. l
Deals with prison conditions, life
sentences, prison slave labour,
towards abolishing all prisons.
* LINK UP: An information
network for Greater Manchester.
Publishes on 1st: and 15th of
month job vacancies, communal
living spaces, groups, news, '
events, etc, and distributes about
200 leaflets. Deadline 5 days
before publication. 178 Oxford
Rd... Manchester 13.
i BLACKTHORN BOOKS,
74 Highcross St., Leicester.
0533-21896. New anarchist
bookshop:-"pay a visit if you can.
i ‘LIBERTARIAN TEACHERS
GROUP. Anyone interested in
forming one in l'...ondon., phone
Sharon (01-359 9791).

uslc .
* WOMENS LIBERATION
MUSIC PROJECT, Womens Arts
Alliance, 10 Caml.)ridge Terrace
Mews, Albany St.. London NW1.
01-935 1841.
i’ MUSIC FOR SOCIALISM, 38
Hornsey Park I-load, .[.J()lIdIi)I1 N8.
01--888 1161.
i LONDON MUSICIANS
C10LLEtCTI.\/‘E, 86 r'\l.l_~£lE'I1 I’i.ti<.:t.‘,
Manley St., London NW1. -
01-722 1‘16-4.-. . j W
* MUSICS, -=18, I-lillsborough
Court, Mortimer Cres.-, London
NW6. No.13 out. 30p -+ 1.l.lp post.
Subs £2.40 for-6 issues.
ir LIBERTY HALL at the Odd s
Spot, Bold St., Liverpool.
4 Sep. 8pm. ‘Front .l...ine"., a
Liverpool 9 piece rock band
playing‘ AWB/‘Crusaders type of
music. 25p; non-members 50p.
Information 051-708 7270.
iZERO BENEFIT. Dance to

new up-&-coming band HEAVY
SKIFFLE. 7-11. Fri Aug 19 at .
Covent Garden Community
Centre, 7 Dials Club, Shelton St.
WC2 (Covent Garden -9) 80p
( 60p claimants). Be there. *

Anarchist/Anarca feminist lthly
0 2 ugust’17 20p
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